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This dissertation describes two projects in which the treatment of a difficult and asym-

metric problem is simplified by using symmetries of basic building blocks of the prob-

lem.

In the first part of this dissertation we address the problem of determining the effec-

tive interaction between ions in metallic systems. Our workapplies more generally to

systems where effective interactions between massive particles can be calculated to take

into account, in an average way, the effect of lighter particles present in the system. We

find an equality relating the (asymmetric) effective interaction of two massive particles

and the (symmetric) effect of a single massive particle on the density of the light parti-

cles. We show how this relation can be used to improve upon theprecision of effective

potentials calculated by perturbative approaches for an assortment of systems including

hydrogen in metallic environment.

In the second part of this dissertation we discuss constraint satisfaction problems.

We provide multiple examples of constraint satisfaction problems occurring in various

scientific areas. In many cases the individual constraints are highly symmetric, while

the resulting constraint satisfaction problem is not; there is no symmetry common to

all the constraints. We describe divide and concur, a new approach to solve constraint

problems, which is based onprojectionsto the individual constraint sets. The definition

of efficient projection operators are facilitated by symmetries of the constraint sets. We

show that this method is competitive with the state-of-the-art on standard benchmark

problems, and in the process establish a number of records infinite disk packing prob-



lems. Many applications of the divide and concur approach are still to be explored, and

we provide the reader with tools to do so, including promising applications and a list of

constraint sets together with efficient projection operators.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The work presented in this dissertation results from two distinct projects carried at

the Laboratory of Atomic and Solid State Physics at Cornell between 2004 and 2008.

The first project involved characterizing ionic interactions in materials under high pres-

sure, while the second involved developing numerical methods to solve constraint prob-

lems. The combination of the description of these two projects in this single disserta-

tion is due to historical coincidence rather than scientificnecessity. However, the two

projects have common features. They can be formulated by starting from a spatially

uniform system, and successively adding to the system components which, individually,

are simple and symmetric, but which collectively result in adifficult and asymmetrical

problem. Both projects involved the development of methods that took advantage of this

structure, which resulted in the occurrence of similar patterns in both project (compare,

for example, Figures 2.10 and 4.10 below).

In the first part of this thesis we address the problem of determining the effective

pairwise interactions between massive particles immersedin a system of much lighter

particles. The objective is to describe the behavior of hydrogen ions in a metallic en-

vironment. In this problem the initial uniform system is theelectron gas, and the sym-

metrical and simple components are the interactions between individual ions and the

electron gas. The determination of the effective pair potential between the ions requires

evaluating the energy of an electron gas in the presence of the asymmetrical potential

generated by apair of ions. The symmetries of the individual potentials can be used to

obtain approximate values for the energy of the asymmetrical problem. We introduce

in Chapter 2 a method that uses the symmetries of the individual ions to improve the

precision of nonlinear perturbation theory, which has beena popular tool to estimate
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effective interactions in metals since a series of papers by Brovman, Kagan and others

(see [1] and references therein). More specifically, we obtain an identity that includes

higher order perturbation terms in a lower order expansion by relating the effective in-

teractions between ions to the spherically symmetric density induced by individual ions.

We apply this identity to delta-function potentials in a noninteracting electron gas, the

entropic attraction between repulsive particles, and moreimportantly to the interaction

between hydrogen ions in a high-pressure metallic environment. In all cases we find

that our identity allows improved precision for the pair potentials, when compared with

standard quadratic response results.

In Chapter 3 and subsequent chapters, we concentrate on solving constraint prob-

lems. The object of constraint problems, which are frequently encountered in physics,

biology, computer science, and mathematics, is the simultaneous satisfaction of multiple

constraints. We will usually consider problems where variables are defined on Euclidean

spaces, and where each constraint is simple and symmetric. The difficulty in such prob-

lems results from the fact that different constraints have different symmetries which are

incompatible, so that the resulting problem has few symmetries.

Constraint satisfaction problems of particular interest occur in experimental situa-

tions where a sample property can only be measured indirectly, via a number of in-

complete observations. Each observation can be interpreted as a constraint on what the

configuration of the sample can be. An example of such a situation arises in diffractive

imaging (see, e.g., [2, 3]), where only the magnitudes of thediffraction pattern of a sam-

ple are measured. The resulting constraint, which has a local gauge symmetry in Fourier

space, has to be combined with additional information to obtain the spatial density dis-

tribution of the sample. Another interesting example is protein structure determination

through nuclear magnetic resonance [4]. In this case, NMR provides constraints on al-
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lowed relative position of different atoms in the protein. The information from these

translationally and rotationally invariant constraints,combined with knowledge of the

protein linear sequence, can be enough to specify a single protein configuration. How-

ever, the task of finding this particular configuration in thevast configuration space of the

protein is challenging. In general, the problem of assembling independent observations

into information about the desired property of the sample requires efficient constraint

satisfaction algorithms.

We describe divide and concur, a method we developed to solveefficiently a wide

variety of constraint problems. Chapter 3 provides an overview of constraint satisfaction

problems and methods, while Chapter 4 describes the philosophy and formalism of the

divide and concur approach, with particular attention to the definition ofprojectionsto

individual constraint sets, the basic building blocks of this approach. The efficiency of

the projection operators usually depends on the existence of symmetries of the individual

constraint sets. Projections can be seen as a tool to probe the geometrical properties of

the different constraint sets, while the divide and concur scheme isa way to assemble

this information to retrieve a solution to the overall problem.

Chapter 4 also includes empirical observations that have notfound place in previ-

ously published material but that we believed might benefit areader interested in de-

veloping his own applications of divide and concur. Finally, in Chapter 5, we discuss

applications of the method to various problems, including random boolean satisfiability

(kSAT), sphere packing, error-correcting codes, and vertex covers.
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CHAPTER 2

RESPONSE THEORY AND EFFECTIVE PAIR POTENTIALS

In this chapter we review and reproduce some of the material presented in Reference

[5]: S. Gravel and N. Ashcroft, Phys. Rev. B76, 144103 (2007) (Copyright 2007 by

the American Physical Society). The main topic in this chapter is the applications of

response theory to many component systems where massive (M)and light (L) particles

share a common volume. A typical example is provided by ions and electrons in a metal.

In many cases one is interested in the behavior of the light particles only insofar as they

affect the behavior of the massive particles. This might be the case, for example, if one

is interested in the atomic structure of a material. Because of the mass difference be-

tween the particles, the time scales associated with the light particles is typically shorter

than that of the massive particles. If the difference is significant enough, the motion of

the massive particles might be slow enough that the change isquasi-adiabatic from the

perspective of the light particles, that is, that the light particles are always near equi-

librium. Assuming exact equilibrium of the light particlesconstitutes the adiabatic or

Born-Oppenheimer approximation. It can result in very significant simplifications in the

treatment of multicomponent systems.

If one can treat the effect of the light particles on the massive particles in an average

way, for example, it might not be necessary to keep track of the positions of the light

particles. In such a case, one is left with effective interactions between the massive parti-

cles, and the degrees of freedom associated with the light particles have been essentially

discarded.

Such effective interactions have had their share of success in describing simple met-

als [6, 7], metals with magnetic impurities [i.e. the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida

(RKKY) interaction [8]] or, in the classical domain, colloidal suspensions [e.g. the

4



Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) depletion interaction between charged

colloidal particles [9, 10] or the depletion interaction [11, 12]].

Effective interactions between the massive particles can be obtained particularly ef-

fectively when the interaction between the massive and light particles is weak enough

that the effect of the massive particles can be treated as a small perturbation to an oth-

erwise well-understood system of light particles. Linear response in particular has been

used extensively to obtain effective pair potentials; its simplicity makes it a very valuable

qualitative tool, and in many contexts it also provides sufficient quantitative accuracy.

Higher order contributions have been used less often, partly because calculational com-

plexity increases rapidly with the order of perturbation considered. With the advent of

density functional theory (DFT) and modern computers, response theory has lost some

of its quantitative appeal. DFT, by using an iterative self-consistency scheme proposed

by Kohn and Sham [13], provides accurate estimates of the ground state energy of many

condensed matter systems. However, the iterative self-consistency process can obscure

some of the physics which was made more obvious by the perturbative approach, in

particular the dependence of the system behavior on parameters such as electronic den-

sity. For this reason, response theory is still being used for a qualitative understanding

of general trends in metals [14–16]. Another useful featureof the perturbative estimates

of cohesive energies in metals is that the resulting expressions can be decomposed natu-

rally into pairwise interactions, triplet interactions, and so forth. Moreover, many-center

interactions result from higher order corrections than few-center interactions, and can

therefore often be neglected. This information about the interactions between ions al-

lows for a better understanding of the way ions assemble in crystals, but also in nonperi-

odic structures such as liquids, glasses, and quasicrystals where the application of DFT

is more difficult. Indeed Hafner, in his bookFrom Hamiltonians to Phase Diagrams[7],

argues:
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The topological disorder in melts and glasses creates serious difficulties in

formulating an electronic theory of the cohesive and structural properties.

In each case progress will hinge on a knowledge of the interatomic forces

in the metal or alloy.

For this reason the so-called simple metals, which are amenable to perturbative ap-

proaches, are a good starting point to the study of various phases of matter. We should

emphasize that even though the interactions between the ions, the basic building blocks

in these systems, can in these cases be described rather simply in terms of few-centers

potentials, the resulting structures need not be as simple.The emergence of complex

structures from simple building blocks is the topic of emergence, self-assembly, and

self-organization studies (see, e.g., [17]). More specifically, the complex behavior of

‘simple’ metals has also received recent attention, particularly at high pressures [18].

It has also been argued that the pair interaction picture of ions in some simple metals

might break down at sufficiently high pressure [19].

In a way, the simplest of all simple metals is to be found in dense hydrogen, as it has

only one electron per nucleus, and this nucleus is a simple proton. This statement might

be a bit surprising, as hydrogen under ambient pressure is quite far from being a metal.

However, dynamic compression experiments have achieved metallization of hydrogen

at high temperature [20], and there is an expectation that low-temperature metallization

using diamond anvil cells might also be achieved in the relatively near future [21]. Re-

cent work suggested that new metallic phases of matter mightbe induced in such high

pressure environments [22]. High pressure phases of hydrogen-rich systems might also

exhibit interesting phase diagrams [23], and might be amenable to a perturbative treat-

ment. Perturbation approaches might be ideally suited to address such high pressure

physics problems: as a consequence of the exclusion principle, increased pressure usu-
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ally leads to increased electronic kinetic energy, which inturn tends to lead to a better

convergence of perturbative approaches. Furthermore, whereas temperature changes of-

ten affect only marginally the effective interactions between ions in a metal, a change

in pressure can drastically affect this interaction. Understanding the evolution of this

effective interaction is a task for which perturbation approaches are well suited.

However, hydrogen has always been difficult to treat by perturbation approaches

because the interaction of a proton with the electron gas is not weakened by a repulsive

core, as is the case for many elements[24]. It is not even obvious that a perturbation

approach converges. Response-based pair potentials were nevertheless used to describe

with some success the pressure dependence of the vibron in the hydrogen solid [25],

at high compression ratios. We found that the pair potentials obtained from quadratic

perturbation theory for dense hydrogen exhibit significantdiscrepancies when compared

with ab initio DFT results [26] for Wigner-Seitz radii as lowas 1.3. The Wigner-Seitz

radiusrs is related to the unperturbed electronic densityρ0 by rsa0 = [3/(4πρ0)]1/3,

wherea0 = ~
2/mee2 is the Bohr radius.

In order to use the perturbation method as a reliable, analytic alternative approach to

DFT for hydrogen systems in this density range, higher-order terms are needed. Going

beyond quadratic response using conventional methods is a substantially more difficult

task. In order to circumvent this difficulty, we derive below a simple identity that al-

lows us to obtain effective pair potentials beyond quadratic response, which amounts to

carrying out a partial sum of perturbation terms. The resultis not only very intuitive, ex-

pressing the pair potential in terms of physically meaningful expressions, but also very

general, since it applies in any dimension and for both classical and quantum systems.

Moreover, it does not require explicit knowledge of the nonlinear response functions. It

should be noted that if nonlinear effects are to be fully taken into account, many-body
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interactions should also be included, either directly or through effective-medium ap-

proaches [27]. We focus here on obtaining pair potentials that can be used as a starting

point for either approach. Generalizations to many-body interactions are discussed in

section 2.6.

In Section 2.1, we outline the response theory formalism andderive the simplest

version of our result, equation 2.11. In Section 2.2 and Section 2.5, a generalization is

derived that applies to homogeneous, interacting systems.The intuitive nature of this

result permits us to explain part of the discrepancies observed between the results of Na-

gaoet al. [25] and Bonev and Ashcroft [26], and to improve upon quadratic response. In

Section 2.3, we apply our results to obtain pair potentials in various systems, including

metallic hydrogen. A simple interpretation in terms of pathintegrals, and generaliza-

tions to many-center interactions and magnetic perturbations are discussed in Section

2.6.

2.1 Effective interactions and response theory

We start with a canonical system composed of a mixture of at least two different types

of particles, in contact with a heat bath establishing a temperatureT. The ground-state

properties of the system can be studied from the limitT → 0.

The particles will be divided in two subsets, labeledL (for Light, typically electrons)

and M (for Massive, typically ions). It is assumed that allL particles are identical.

On the other hand, the setM can contain various types of particles. The time scales

associated with theL particles will be assumed to be much shorter than those associated

with the M particles, so that an approximate adiabatic separation of time scales can

be assumed. In real systems, this separation is not exact. The assumption of exact
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separation of time scales, which will be made throughout this article, is referred to as

the adiabatic or Born-Oppenheimer approximation. We will not discuss the accuracy of

this approximation here and refer the reader to the existingliterature (see, e.g., Ziman

[28]).

In the adiabatic approximation, the degrees of freedom associated with the light

particlesL are treated in an average way, leading to a much simplereffectiveHamiltonian

for the remainingM particles.

The Hamiltonian of the initial system has the form

H =
∑

i

p2
i

2m
+

∑

j

P2
j

2M j
+ VM({R}) + VL({r })

+ VLM({r }, {R}).
(2.1)

The notation{r } designates the set of all coordinates{r i}i=1,...,NL , andpi , r i , andmare

the momenta, positions and mass ofL particles, whilePi ,Ri , andMi are the correspond-

ing quantities forM particles. We imagine the system to be confined to a macroscopic

volumeΩ.

In many relevant physical systems the interactions betweenthe particles are largely

pairwise. An important example of such a system is a metal, where theL particles could

be the valence electrons and theM particles the ionic cores. For pairwise systems we

can write

VL({r }) =
∑

i

φ
(1)
L (r i) +

∑

i, j

vL(r i , r j),

VM({R}) =
∑

i

φ
(1)
M (Ri) +

∑

i, j

vM
i j (Ri ,R j),

and

VLM({r }, {R}) =
∑

i j

vLM
j (r i ,R j),

9



whereφ(1)
L andφ(1)

M denote external, one-particle potentials,vL is the pair potential be-

tweenL particles,vM
i j is the pair potential betweenM particlesi and j, andvLM

j is the pair

potential between theM particle j and theL particles. In the case of neutral systems

composed of oppositely-charged particles, such as metals,care should be taken to define

the perturbing and perturbed systems in such a way that thermodynamic functions such

as the Helmholtz free energy of the separate systems,Fi({R},T), {i = M, L} are well-

defined. This can be achieved by requiring that each physical, charged particle ‘carries’ a

uniform compensating charged background filling the whole available volume, ensuring

a cancellation of divergentk = 0 terms. In this case both the perturbed and perturbing

systems are neutral and thermodynamically well-defined, and in the combined system

the compensating backgrounds cancel out so we recover the physical system. In the case

of the electron gas the perturbed system is simply jellium

We will restrict our attention to such pairwise systems, even though our main results

require only the slightly weaker assumptions that we can write the interaction between

L andM particles as

VLM({r }, {R}) =
∑

i

VLM
1 (r i , {R}).

This is to say that the joint effect of all theM particles, if they were held fixed, would

amount to an additional one-body potential for theL particles.

2.1.1 Effective interactions and the adiabatic

separation of time scales

As mentioned, we want to find aneffectiveHamiltonian for theM particles by trac-

ing out the degrees of freedom associated with theL particles. Since volume (Ω) and
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temperature (T) are specified, we begin with the relevant Helmholtz free energy F,

F = −kT ln Tr{LM}e
−βH. (2.2)

We then trace over the degrees of freedom associated withL at fixed configuration

of M, assuming an adiabatic separation of time-scales,

F = −kT ln
(

TrMe−β(T
M+VM)TrL(M)e

−β(TL+VL+VLM)
)

,

where TrL(M) means the trace over states of particles of typeL for a fixed configuration

of particlesM, andTL,M is the kinetic energy associated with the L and M particles,

respectively. The free energy of systemL for a fixed configuration ofM is simply

FL({R},T) = −kT ln
(

TrL(M)e
−β(TL+VL+VLM)

)

. (2.3)

The total free energy can then be written as

F = −kT ln TrMe−βH
e f f
M , (2.4)

where the effective Hamiltonian has the form

He f f =
∑

j

P2
j

2M j
+ VM({R}) + Ve f f({R})

andVe f f({R}) = FL({R},T) is the desired effective interaction between particles of type

M. It is clearly state dependent, since it depends on temperature. It also depends on the

volumeΩ and on the properties of theL particles, including their mass, their number,

and the form of their interactions. Note that even if the initial Hamiltonian contains

only pairwise interactions, theeffectiveHamiltonian will typically contain many-center

interactions as well as volume-dependent but structure-independent terms. Here we will

focus on the determination of pair interactions.

In order to obtain the effective interaction, we need to calculate the free energy (2.3)

of systemL while the M particles are held fixed. To do this we treat the potential
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VLM
1 (r , {R}) as an external one-body perturbation to the system composed of particles of

typeL. In the followingVLM
1 (r , {R}) will therefore be simply written asVext(r ), keeping

in mind the dependence ofVext on theRi. We then proceed to a functional expansion of

the free energy in orders of

Vext(k) =
∫

Ω

dre−ik·r Vext(r ),

with due regard to the compensating background discussed insection 2.1.

2.1.2 Response theory, and the coupling constant

integration method

The change in density induced in a system by a perturbing external potentialVext(k)

takes the form

δρ(k,T) = ρ(k,T) − ρ(0)(k,T)

=
∑

k′
χ(1)(−k, k′,T)Vext(k′) +

1
Ω

∑

k′,k′′
χ(2)(−k, k′, k′′,T)Vext(k′)Vext(k′′) + · · ·

(2.5)

The functionsχ(n) are, by definition, the response functions of the unperturbed sys-

tem (which at this point is not necessarily uniform) and carry all the information about

this system, including temperature. We have assumed a largebut finite volumeΩ and a

dense but discrete distribution of wavevectorsk, since our main interest is the electron

gas. Continuous systems can be recovered using the usual prescription [in three dimen-

sions, it reads 1/Ω
∑

k →
∫

dk/(2π)3]. Even though the response functions depend on

temperature, the methods we present here do not involve thistemperature dependence

explicitly. In order to simplify the notation, we will not explicitly keep track of the tem-
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perature in the following. Unless otherwise specified,χ(1)(k, k′) will simply stand for

χ(1)(k, k′,T), etc.

Equation (2.5) can be used together with the coupling constant integration method1

[29] to obtain the variation in the Helmholtz free energy arising from the perturbation

Vext : namely,

∆F =
∫ 1

0
dλ 〈Vext〉λ , (2.6)

where〈·〉λ is the statistical average with respect to the states of the HamiltonianHext
λ
,

which is obtained by replacingVext by λVext in Hext. In the thermodynamic integration

scheme [30], the integrand in equation (2.6) is determined by numerical simulation. In

the perturbation approach, it is instead expanded in powersof the external perturbation,

yielding

∆F =
1
Ω

∑

k,n

ρ(n)(k)Vext(−k)
n+ 1

=

∞
∑

n=0

1
(n+ 1)Ωn

∑

k1,...,kn+1

χ(n)(k1, ..., kn+1)Vext(k1)...Vext(kn+1),

(2.7)

whereρ(n) is the part of (2.5) that is of ordern in Vext. The ”zeroth order” response

function is related to the density of the unperturbed system, χ(0)(k) = ρ(0)(−k)/Ω.

Note that terms ofnth order in the external potential in expression (2.5) yield terms

of ordern+ 1 in (2.7). In the following, ”nth order response” refers to terms of ordern

in (2.5), unless otherwise specified.

In order to study pair potentials, let us now assume that the perturbation originates

with two external sources, located at positionsRa andRb, so that

Vext(k) = Va(k)eik·Ra + Vb(k)eik·Rb.

The free energy now depends onRa andRb (and would depend only onRa − Rb if

1It is assumed here that the free energy varies continuously while λ goes from 0 to 1.
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we had restricted ourselves to initially homogeneous systems). This yields an induced

effective pair potentialφi(Ra,Rb) between the two sources, defined as the sum of all

terms in (2.7) that depend on bothVa andVb. Here the standard approach is to keep only

terms up to a given order inVext. Linear response yields theinducedpair potential

φi
lin(Ra,Rb) =

1
Ω

∑

k,k′
χ(1)(k, k′)Va(k)Vb(k′)ei(k·Ra+k′·Rb). (2.8)

In order to emphasize the role of the coupling constant integration and to hint at an

upcoming result [equation (2.11)], this can be written as

φi
lin(Ra,Rb) =

1
Ω

∑

k

(

Va(k)δρlin
b (−k,Rb)e

ik·Ra + Vb(k)δρlin
a (−k,Ra)e

ik·Rb
)

− 1
Ω

∑

k1,k2

χ(1)(k1, k2)Va(k1)Vb(k2)e
i(k1·Ra+k2·Rb),

(2.9)

whereδρlin
i (−k,Ri) is the density induced, at linear order, by particlei located at position

Ri .

The first two terms in this expression correspond to the Coulombic energy of the

system at the level of linear response. The third term, whicharises from the coupling

constant integration, incorporates the variation in kinetic energy and entropy caused by

the perturbation.

Instead of keeping terms linear inVext,we can choose to keep all terms that are linear

in Va, for all orders inVb. In this case we find, using equation (2.5), that the pair potential

can be written as

φi(Ra,Rb) ≃ φi
S Pb(Ra,Rb) =

1
Ω

∑

k

Va(k)δρb(−k,Rb)e
ik·Ra. (2.10)

Here,δρb(k,Rb) is the total density that would be induced if the perturbation potential

was caused by sourceb alone, i.e.,Vext(k) = Vb(k)eik·Rb. Notice that the terms arising

from the interaction betweenδρa andVb and the change in kinetic energy and entropy
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arising from the perturbation (taken into account by the coupling constant integration)

cancel each other out exactly in this case. One can also obtain a different estimate to the

potential by inverting the roles ofa andb in the previous discussion, leading toφi
S Pa.

This asymmetric approach will be referred to as the successive perturbation method,

or SPM. Indeed, one interpretation of this result is that instead of perturbing the initial

system witha andb simultaneously, we initially add onlyb, determine the properties of

the intermediate system, and then, subsequently, add particlea. Since our pair potentials

result from the calculation of a free energy, the Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality applies and

equation (2.10) is related to a rigorous bound on the pair potential: namely,

φi(Ra,Rb) ≤ φi
S Pb(Ra,Rb) + 〈Va〉0 − ∆Fa,

where〈Va〉0 is the statistical average of the operatorVa(k)eik·Ra with respect to states of

the initial, unperturbed system, and∆Fa is the change in free energy induced by adding

a to the unperturbed system, which can be obtained by settingVb=0 in (2.7).

Equation (2.10) is the first term in the expansion of the energy if b is treated exactly

anda is treated as a perturbation. Note that higher-order terms in the expansion would

simply involve higher-order functional derivatives of thefree energy of the intermediate

system includingb, which are related to density-density correlation functions of that

system.

The SPM is especially useful ifVa is weak andVb is strong [31], but is not as useful

when both sources of perturbation are strong and require nonlinear treatment. On the

other hand, we can easily obtain from this relation another expression for the induced

pair potential that incorporates all contributions that are linear ineither source. This

expression therefore includes all contributions to the pair potential up to third order in
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Va andVb. It reads

φi
S S P(Ra,Rb) =

1
Ω

∑

k

(

Va(k)δρb(−k,Rb)e
ik·Ra + Vb(k)δρa(−k,Ra)e

ik·Rb
)

− 1
Ω

∑

k1,k2

χ(1)(k1, k2)Va(k1)Vb(k2)e
i(k1·Ra+k2·Rb).

(2.11)

This result, which emerges from what we will refer to as the symmetrized successive

perturbation method (SSPM), can also be seen to be a natural generalization of linear

response (2.9). An alternate derivation in terms of a path integral in coupling parameter

space is provided in section 2.6.1 Equation (2.11) is our main result for noninteracting

systems. It also applies to interacting systems, but in thatcase it can be improved upon.

We will do this in Section 2.2.

Equation (2.11), despite its simplicity, has many interesting features:

(a) It is very general; it can be used in any dimension, for classical and quantum, ho-

mogeneous and inhomogeneous, noninteracting and interacting systems (although, as

mentioned, it can be improved for interacting systems; see Section 2.2). (b) It is intu-

itive: the first two terms are the interaction of the potential energy associated with each

perturbation with the density induced by the other. The lastterm, which is equal to the

negative of the linear response potential, accounts for thechange in kinetic energy and

entropy of the perturbed system and the contributions to thedensity that are not additive

in Va andVb. (c) It includes all contributing terms up to quadratic response [yielding

third-order terms in equation (2.7)], plus 8 out of 14 contributing terms of third-order

response: it includes more terms than quadratic response. (d) It does not require the

explicit knowledge of the second-order response function,but only that of the linear

response function of the initial, unperturbed system. (e) It expresses the pair potentials

in terms of quantities that are simple, symmetric, and can inprinciple be measured. Fi-

nally (f), since it takes the effect of a single, isolated perturbation as an external input,
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equation (2.11) allows us to treat the effect of stronger, localized perturbations which

are often difficult to treat with purely perturbative methods.

We use this result in two test cases in section 2.3. The first example is the effective

interaction between particles perturbing, via delta-function potentials, a noninteracting

quantum one-dimensional electron gas. The second is a version of the classical Asakura-

Oosawa model [11, 12] of the depletion interaction, with finite square wells replacing

hard-sphere potentials. We then apply it to the more realistic calculation of the pair

potential between protons in a metallic environment.

Before we do this, we use the intuitive form of equation (2.11)to suggest the ex-

istence of a higher-order correction that applies to interacting systems, which will be

derived in Section 2.5.

2.2 Corrections specific to interacting systems

As mentioned, equation (2.11) is valid for the interacting electron gas as well as for the

noninteracting one: the interactions simply modify the response functionsχ(n). But upon

further inspection of this equation, one might wonder aboutthe absence of coupling

between the induced densities themselves. The part of this interaction that is linear in

Va or Vb is included in (2.11), but the part that is nonlinear in bothVa andVb is not. It

turns out that some of these contributions can also be expressed intuitively in terms of

δρa andδρb.

Forhomogeneousinteracting systems we obtain, by summing up higher-order terms

that correspond to reducible diagrams (see Section 2.5), anextra term of the form

φred(Rab) =
1
Ω

∑

k

δρNL
a (k)ṽ(k)δρNL

b (−k)eik·Rab, (2.12)
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whereRab is the separation betweena andb, δρNL
a = δρa − δρ(1)

a , andṽ is the effective

interaction between the induced densities. It reads

ṽ(k) = ǫ(k)c(1)
0 (k), (2.13)

where

ǫ(k) = 1− c(1)
0 (k)χ0(k)

involves thenoninteractingresponse functionχ(1)
0 . In classical statistical mechanics

c(1)
0 (k) is the Ornstein-Zernike function for the unperturbed system, multiplied bykBT.

In the case of quantum mechanical particles of chargee, we have

c(1)
0 (k) = vc(k) + µ1(k),

wherevc(k) = 4πe2/k2 is the Coulomb interaction andµ1 is the first functional derivative

with respect to density of the exchange-correlation potential. It is related to the local-

field correctionG by µ1(k) = −G(k)vc(k).

With some reorganization, we can now write the total inducedpair potential in a

remarkably simple form: namely,

φi
S S P(k) = ǫ(k)

[

Va(k)δρb(−k) + δρa(k)Vb(−k)
]

+ ǫ(k)
[

δρa(k)c(1)
0 (k)δρb(k) − Va(k)χ(1)

0 (k)Vb(−k)
]

. (2.14)

In real space,

φi(Rab) =
1
Ω

∑

k

φi(k)eik·Rab.

This result brings up an important point. The energy associated with the interaction

between potentialVb and thenth order contribution to the density induced bya, which

we write asδρ(n)
a , arises at ordern + 1 in the energy expansion. On the other hand,

the ”electron-electron” interaction betweenδρ(n)
a andδρ(n)

b appears only at order 2n in
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the energy. Except for the special case of linear response, the electron-electron inter-

action terms originate with a higher order in response than the corresponding electron-

perturbation terms. Therefore termination of the series (2.7) at any order beyond linear

response will typically result in pair potentials that are overly attractive.

Indeed, if we compare the effective pair potentials for hydrogen atoms in jellium

obtained from quadratic response [25] to those obtained from ab initio methods [26],

we observe exactly such a discrepancy. We calculate in section 2.3.3 the lowest-order

contribution arising from (2.12), and find that it indeed improves the agreement between

ab initio methods and response theory.

We finally draw the reader’s attention to the similarity (forprotons in an electron

gas) between the ab initio equation (2.14) and the variational Heitler-London evaluation

of the isolated hydrogen molecule energy. This will be further discussed in section 2.3.3.

2.3 Examples of applications

2.3.1 Delta functions in a noninteracting electron gas

As a simple instructive example, we first consider a one-dimensional noninteracting

electron gas of unperturbed linear densityρ0 confined to a large lengthL, with periodic

boundary conditions. The external perturbations have the form

Vα(r) =
~

2u
2m
δ(r) (α = a,b).

From (2.11) we obtain immediately

φS S P(Rab) ≃
~

2u
2m

(2δρa(Rab) − δρlin(Rab)). (2.15)
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Here

δρlin(r) =
~

2u
2m

∑

k

χ(1)(k,−k)eikr (2.16)

andχ(1) is the linear response function of the one-dimensional noninteracting electron

gas [8, 32]:

χ(1)(k1, k2) =
2m
~2πk1

ln
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

k1 + 2kF

k1 − 2kF

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

δk1,−k2.

The Fermi wave-numberkF is related to the unperturbed linear density bykF = πρ0.

Converting the sum into an integral, we find (see Kittel [8], and also Yafet [32] and

Giuliani et al. [33])

δρlin(r) =
u
π

Si(2kFr) − u
2
, (2.17)

where Si is the sine integral function [34]. The nonlinear induced densityδρa(r) can also

be calculated exactly as the sum of the bound and scattering state densities: namely,

δρa = δρbound+ δρs,

with

δρbound(r) = −Θ(−u)ueu|r | =























−ueu|r |, if u < 0,

0, otherwise.
(2.18)

HereΘ is the Heaviside step function.

The scattering state density is, in the limit of largeL [33],

δρs(r) =
2
π

∫ kF

0
dk

(

2uksin(2k|r |)
4k2 + u2

− u2 cos(2k|r |)
4k2 + u2

)

. (2.19)

Factors of 2 are included for spin degeneracy. This integralcan be evaluated in terms

of the exponential integralE1 using, for example, relations 5.1.41 and 5.1.42 from

Abramowitz and Stegun [34]. We find

δρs(r) =
eu|r |u
π

(

ℑm
[

E1

((

u+ 2ik f

)

|r |
)]

+ πΘ(−u)
)

. (2.20)
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The total density induced by a single delta function potential in a noninteracting

electron gas therefore takes the very simple form

δρa(r) =
ueu|r |

π
ℑm

[

E1

((

u+ 2ik f

)

|r |
)]

. (2.21)

Note that forkf → 0 we find thatδρ = δρbound, as expected. The appearance of a bound

state atu = 0 corresponds to the branch cut of E1 along the negative real axis.

If we use (2.17) and (2.21) in (2.15), we find an expression forthe pair potential as

a function ofRab which reads

φS S P(Rab) =
~

2u2

πm
euRab

(

ℑm
[

E1

((

u+ 2ik f

)

Rab

)])

− ~
2u2

2πm

(

Si(2kFRab) −
π

2

)

.

(2.22)

Alternatively, theexactpair potential can be calculated by solving the Schrödinger’s

equation directly for different values ofRab. The result is expressed as a sum over the

eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian, which are obtained by numerically solving a set of

transcendental equations.

We compare in Figure 2.1 these numerical pair potentials with the analytical ones

obtained from the SPM and SSPM [equation (2.22)], and those obtained from linear

response, for various interaction strengths, including attractive and repulsive cases. We

observe that the SSPM improves upon linear response and the SPM, especially quanti-

tatively, at lowu, but also qualitatively (at higheru.)

As a side remark, notice that the system has no bound state foru > 0, one even

bound state foru < 0, and one extra odd bound state whenRabu < −2. It has been

suggested [35] that the appearance of a bound state might cause the failure of response

theory, since such states are qualitatively different from the initial, unperturbed free

electron system. We see that this is not the case in this particular example and that the
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Figure 2.1: Effective pair interaction between delta function potentialsin one di-
mensional noninteracting electron gas: exact, linear response, and the
SPM and SSPM results. The Fermi wavevector is set tokf = 0.785/a0.

The residuals (difference between estimated and exact pair potentials)
are shown in the inset. Note the difference in behavior of the SSPM
near the origin between attractive (first three figures) and repulsive
(last figure) delta function potentials.

pair potentials can be accurately described by response theory despite the presence of a

bound state. This is consistent with the observation that nodiscontinuity in the density

of charge occurs upon the formation of a localized, bound state (see, e.g., Galindoet al

[36]).
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2.3.2 Classical depletion interaction

The depletion interaction (or entropic attraction) plays amajor role in classical colloidal

systems, where it is used to tune the interaction between colloidal particles immersed

in a solvent. The addition of polymers to the solvent indeed causes an effective attrac-

tion between the colloidal particles which can be adjusted by modifying the polymer

concentration.

The Asakura-Oosawa model [11, 12] describes this effect by representing colloidal

particles as hard spheres of radiusD and (folded) polymers as hard spheres of radiusδ.

The interactions between the polymers are neglected. The polymers are therefore treated

as an ideal gas that is excluded from spheres of radiusD + δ surrounding each colloid.

Here we will replace the hard-sphere potential with a finite repulsion of magnitudeV0.

Within this model the effective attractive potential between the colloids can be calculated

exactly and compared to the response theory results, providing a useful benchmark for

perturbative approaches in the classical regime.

Suppose we have only two colloidal particles (at positionsRa,b) in a bath of polymers

of unperturbed densityρ0 = N/Ω. Since the polymers are taken not to interact, their

density is given by

ρ(r ) =
Ne−βVe(r )

∫

Ω
dr ′e−βVe(r ′)

, (2.23)

whereVe(r ) = Va(r ) + Vb(r ) is the total potential and

Va,b =























V0, if |r − Ra,b| < D + δ,

0, otherwise.

SinceVe(r ) is zero except within a bounded region,ρ(r ) simplifies, in the thermody-

namic limit, to

ρ(r ) = ρ0e
−βVe(r ). (2.24)
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Now we can use the coupling constant integration method to obtain the Helmholtz

free energy:

F − F0 =

∫ 1

0
dλ

∫

drVext(r )ρλ(r )

= − Ao(Ra,Rb)
ρ0

β

(

e−2βV0 − 1
)

− Ar(Ra,Rb)
ρ0

β

(

e−βV0 − 1
)

,

(2.25)

whereAo is the overlap volume between the two spheres of radiusD + δ centered at

Ra,b, Ar = 8π(D+ δ)3/3−2Ao is the non-overlapping volume of the spheres, andβ is the

inverse temperature. All theRa,b dependence is contained inAo(Ra,Rb) = Ao(Ra −Rb).

Accordingly we write the pair potential as

φi(Ra − Rb,V0) = −
ρ0A0(Ra − Rb)

β

(

e−βV0 − 1
)2
. (2.26)

Notice the obvious limitV0 → ∞, yielding the familiar Asakura-Oosawa result [11,

12]

φi(Ra − Rb,∞) = −ρ0A0(Ra − Rb)
β

. (2.27)

This problem can also be treated at various orders of response theory, using, e.g.,

χ(1)(k, k′) = −βρ0δk,−k′ . The general form for the pair potential, which can be obtained

by carrying the perturbation to any order, can be expressed as

φi
n(Ra − Rb,V0) = − f (βV0)

ρ0A0(Ra − Rb)
β

.

Only the position-independent functionf is modified in the various approximations.

The exact (nonperturbative) form for the functionf is

f (x) =
(

e−x − 1
)2
.

We evaluate the performance of the various orders in response and of the SPM and

SSPM by comparing the estimates obtained from each method tothe exact result for
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Figure 2.2: (upper figure) Dependence of the effective pair potential between
two repulsive colloidal particles on the interaction strength parameter
x = βV0: exact result versus the SPM and SSPM, and perturbations at
various orders. (lower figure) Relative errors| fn(x) − f (x)|/ f (x).

f (x). Since we know the exact result analytically, we can obtain the nth order response

estimate tof , and hence to the pair potential, by a simple Taylor expansion of f (x),

keeping terms up to (n+ 1)th order inx = βV0, i.e.,

f (x) = x2 − x3 +
7
12

x4 + · · ·

Expansions up to third order are shown on Figure 2.2, together with the SPM result

[equation (2.10)]

fS PM(x) =
(

1− e−x) x = x2 − x3

2
+

x4

6
+ · · · ,

and the SSPM result [equation (2.11)]

fS S PM(x) = 2

(

x(1− e−x) − x2

2

)

= x2 − x3 +
x4

3
+ · · ·

Negative values ofx are included in Figure 2.2 for illustrative purposes. One can

again observe that because of the additional terms it includes, the SSPM is more accurate

than linear and quadratic response for allV0 and more accurate than the SPM forx <

1.59. Third-order response, on the other hand, is closer to the exact result than the SSPM
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for −1.93< x < 0.78, which is expected since the SSPM does not include all third-order

terms. For larger|x|, though, the higher-order terms play a more important role and the

SSPM is more accurate than third-order response.

This example is also instructive in that it allows us to studydirectly the convergence

of response theory. Note that forV0 < 0 the convergence is monotonous, while for

V0 > 0 there is a more complex, alternating approach to the exact result. This can be

traced back to the fact that changing the overall sign of the perturbing potential results

in changing the sign of odd orders in response, without affecting the even orders. Thus,

if a potential exhibits monotonous convergence, its additive inverse exhibits alternating

convergence. We might therefore expect, for example, that effective interactions with

protons and antiprotons in an electron gas will have completely different convergence

behaviors. If this classical example is to be representative, protons would then exhibit

uniform convergence, while antiprotons should exhibit alternating convergence.

Note, finally, that in the problem at hand, response theory converges even for arbi-

trarily largeV0 andD + δ. Since for repulsive spheres the functionsf (βV) approaches

a constant value exponentially, it is even possible, in thiscase, to obtain a quantitative

value for the limitV0→ ∞ by keeping only a finite number of perturbation terms.

2.3.3 The hydrogen molecule and connections with

the Heitler-London approach

We move on to the more realistic system composed of two initially bound proton-

electron systems immersed in a uniform, neutral, andinteracting jellium [37–39] at

a temperature much lower than the Fermi temperature. This hydrogen-in-jellium prob-
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lem can be linked to real systems in two ways. First, it can be seen as a first step in a

formal expansion including three- and many-center terms which, if carried to all orders,

should yield the exact total energy of the system, within theadiabatic approximation.

In can also be used within an effective-medium approach [27] in an attempt to take

into account the many-ion effects in an approximate way. In both cases the pair poten-

tials can be used to derive phonon spectra. In particular thepair potentials obtained from

quadratic response were used to predict the infrared and Raman vibron frequencies [25].

To establish a basis of comparison, we first obtain an estimate of the importance

of nonlinear corrections to the one-atom density,δρa, using the ab initio DFT program

VASP [40, 41]. The use of self-consistent Kohn-Sham DFT allows us to estimate the

effect on the pair potentials of the higher-order terms in the determination ofδρa.

To obtain this, we used a cubic cell of side 13.5a0 containing 74 electrons (for

rs = 2), together with a 6× 6× 6 k-space grid and a standard projector augmented wave

(PAW) pseudopotential for hydrogen [42, 43] with cutoffs up to 450 eV. The generalized

gradient approximation (GGA) to the exchange-correlationpotential, as parametrized by

Perdew and Wang [44], was used, together with the Methfessel-Paxton smearing [45],

with a smearing temperature ofσ = 0.2 eV. Since it was shown [26] that the proton-

proton pair potential does not depend strongly on the choiceof a pseudopotential, cutoff

energy, and exchange-correlation functional, our choice of parameters should yield suf-

ficient precision for our purposes, even considering possible short-range distortions due

to core overlap.

The SSPM pair potentials thus obtained are shown in Figure 2.3, and are compared

with the VASP results for the pair potentials from Bonev and Ashcroft [26], the quadratic

response results, and the SSPM pair potentials corrected bythe inclusion of equation

(2.12) to lowest order in the perturbing potential. Note that the calculation of the VASP
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of the SSPM results with and without contributions from
equation (2.12) to quadratic response and ab initio results(from Bonev
and Ashcroft [26]) for proton-proton pair potentials atrs = 2.

pair potentials used pseudopotentials to circumvent the difficulty caused by the singular-

ity of the electronic wavefunction at the position of the proton, which raises the question

of the transferability of the pseudopotential to such high-pressure regimes. In particular,

one might be concerned if the core radius of the pseudopotential was of the same order

as the interproton separation. However, Bonev and Ashcroft [26] report that the choice

of pseudopotential has little impact on the pair potentials, and that tests with the actual

Coulombic potential yielded similar results.

To obtain the correction resulting from equation (2.12), weuse

δρNL
a (k) ≃ 1

Ω

∑

k′,k′′
χ(2)(−k, k′, k′′)Vext(k′)Vext(k′′).
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Figure 2.4: Contribution of the diagram from Figure 2.5(a) tothe proton-proton
pair potential for various values ofrs.

This corresponds to the energy diagram shown as Figure 2.5(a).

We use the second order noninteracting response function ofthe homogeneous elec-

tron gas,χ(2)
0 (k, k′, k′), in the form given by Milchev and Pickenhain [46]. We use the

random phase approximation value for the quadratic response function:

χ(2)(k, k′, k′) =
χ

(2)
0 (k, k′, k′)

ǫ(k)ǫ(k′)ǫ(k′′)
,

This approximation is expected to improve as the density is increased (see, e.g., Pines

and Nozìeres [29]), and should be sufficient to give us information on the general be-

havior of the potential. Finally we choose the Vashishta-Singwi form [47] for the local

field correctionG(k).
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Figure 2.5: (a) Lowest order diagram contributing to the interaction (2.12). (b)
Nonreducible diagram equal to diagram (a) in the limitRab → 0, for
identical ions, here protons (diagrammatic conventions are explained
in Section 2.5 and Figure 2.7).

Under these assumptions we obtain the contribution to the pair potentials displayed

in Figures 2.3 and 2.4.

We see that the inclusion of the potentialφred from equation (2.12), and therefore of

the density-density interaction ˜v(q) = ǫ(q)
[

vc(q) + µ1(q)
]

, leads to a contribution to the

pair potential that is repulsive at typical proton-proton separation. This behavior largely

arises from the Coulomb repulsion termvc. This contribution therefore explains part, but

not all, of the discrepancy observed between the pair potentials obtained from quadratic

response [25] and ab initio methods [26]. In particular, allperturbation-based methods

yield a local minimum aroundR = 1.4a0, whereas no such minimum is observed in

the VASP pair potential at the considered density; such a minimum appears for VASP

pair potentials only at lower densities, corresponding tors & 3 (see Bonev and Ashcroft

[26]). The consequences of the disappearance of this local minimum at higher density

for the stability of the hydrogen molecule (or crystal) has also been discussed in Nagao

et al. [25] and D́ıez Muiño and Salin [39].

Note that for each diagram of the form shown in Figure 2.5(a) there are two similar

diagrams of the form shown in Figure 2.5(b) which are not reducible and hence not

contained in (2.12). In the limiting case where the interparticle distance tends to zero,

though, diagrams 2.5(a) and 2.5(b) should provide the same contribution. Therefore
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Figure 2.6: Contributions of the Coulombic and exchange partsto the effective
proton-proton potential ˜v, for rs = 2.

diagrams of the form 2.5(b) should also have an overall repulsive behavior, contributing

to further reduce the discrepancy between perturbative andVASP results.

Note also that if we consider separately the contributions of ṽc(q) = ǫ(q)vc(q) and

µ̃1 = ǫ(q)µ1(q), we find that the contribution of ˜µ1 is mostly attractive, as can be seen in

Figure 2.6 forrs = 2. We also observe that terms arising from equation (2.12) exhibit

very weak Friedel oscillations. This distinguishes these terms from the other contribu-

tions calculated here or ab initio pair potentials [26] (compare Figures 2.4 and 2.3), and

we conjecture that this arises from the reducibility of the energy diagram.

We draw the reader’s attention to the close similarity of thepair potential of equa-

tion (2.14) with corresponding terms in the Heitler-London(HL) picture of the isolated

hydrogen molecule. We can identify in both methods (i) the ion-ion repulsions, (ii)
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the attractive interactions between ionb (a, respectively) with the density induced bya

(b, respectively), (iii) the Coulombic repulsion between the one-atom electronic densi-

ties, and (iv) an attractive exchange contribution from theelectrons. The fourth term in

(2.14), which has no equivalent in the HL picture, goes to zero in the low density, free

molecule case. It is interesting that two such different approaches, one being variational

in essence and the other one perturbative, yield such similar results.

Some features of the HL pictures cannot be observed in the SSPM, though, because

of the nonzero average electronic density considered in theSSPM. For example, while

the pair potential between protons immersed in spin-polarized or spin-unpolarized elec-

trons differed only by the exchange term in HL, this is no longer the casein the SSPM

approach. The densitiesδρi induced by single protons are indeed quite different for

spin-polarized and spin-unpolarized electrons.

2.4 Implications of SSPM results

To obtain effective interactions between particles immersed in a well understood sys-

tem, such as ions immersed in a uniform jellium, the traditional perturbation approach

treats all immersed particles as a single perturbation. Onefinds the free energy of the

perturbed system as a function of the total perturbation potential. The total potential

is then separated in the sum of its constituents, which correspond to pair-, triplet-, and

many-body effective potentials.

Here we have discussed two alternative approaches. In the first approach, we start

by immersing a single particle in the well understood systemand then calculate the re-

sponse functions of the new, but perturbed system. Since these response functions are

directly related to the electronic density or density-density correlation functions, they
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can be obtained by a variety of techniques, including perturbation theory, simulations,

and density functional theory, and even deduced from experiment. The remaining parti-

cles are then treated as a further perturbation of this already perturbed system.

Such a two-step process is ideal when only one perturbation is strong [31], but it

is intrinsically asymmetrical and not ideal when both perturbations are large enough

to induce nonlinear effects. We have suggested a way to improve and symmetrize this

procedure which allows one to treat an increased number of perturbation terms with

little additional effort. More specifically, by using results of the asymmetricalapproach

that are exact to linear order in the perturbation potential, it is possible to construct a

symmetrized result exact to quadratic order and including additional higher order terms

as well. We applied this method to two simple noninteractingtest systems and found

that it improves upon standard linear and quadratic response, as expected.

More importantly, it was shown that this simple method couldbe naturally refined

by the inclusion of higher order terms describing, in particular, electron-electron inter-

actions. These higher order terms also have intuitive physical meaning, and we used

this to argue that the standard termination of the perturbation series at a given order

is not the best strategy. The inclusion of the higher order terms was indeed shown to

improve considerably the agreement between the perturbation and density functional

theory approaches in the problem of proton-proton pair potentials. It is not clear which

approximation yields the best estimate for the pair potential between hydrogen ions in

jellium; whereas SSP neglects higher-order corrections, the DFT approach relies on the

use of pseudopotentials which might not be transferable to this pressure range. The in-

clusion of higher-order terms in perturbation theory and the application of DFT using

pseudopotentials designed for this density range would be in order to clarify this issue.

Even though we considered here effective interactions between identical particles
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only, the SSP method is particularly well suited to the description of systems with mul-

tiple (sayN) types of particles. It indeed reduces the computational difficulty from the

determination ofN2/2 pair potentials to that of findingN (typically symmetric) induced

densities, from which the pair potentials can be obtained ina straightforward manner. It

can also be generalized to many-center interactions and to magnetic perturbations (see

Section 2.6).

Finally, a similarity is observed between terms in the pair potentials arising from

this approach and from the Heitler-London variational approach for diatomic molecules,

leading to a possible natural generalization of the Heitler-London approach to metallic

systems. This similarity could be explored further by comparing the pair potential for a

pair of atoms in a jellium, as derived here, to a pair of atoms in a Wigner-Seitz spherical

cell ensuring the same average density, which could be treated within a Heitler-London-

like approach.

A more detailed comparison of the SSPM and ab initio pair potentials for hydrogen

and other materials, especially at densities higher than those considered here, would be

a logical next step to this work, as would be a more detailed treatment of the many-body

interactions, both from the ab initio and SSPM perspectives.

2.5 Derivation of equation(2.12)

We first use the Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham approach [13, 48] (and the finite-temperature

extension due to Mermin [49]) to write the induced density interms of the response func-

tions of a noninteracting system in a modified external potential (see, e.g., Lundqvist and
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March [50]). We write the density as

δρ(k) =
∑

k′
χ

(1)
0 (−k, k′)Γ(k′)

+
1
Ω

∑

k′,k′′
χ

(2)
0 (−k, k′, k′′)Γ(k′)Γ(k′′) + · · · ,

(2.28)

whereχ(n)
0 are the response functions of the noninteracting system andΓ is theeffective

perturbation potential. We writeΓ as

Γ(k, λ) = λV(k) + c(k, [ρ]) − c(k, [ρ0]), (2.29)

wherec(k, [ρ]) is the first order direct correlation function of the unperturbed system,

multiplied bykBT.

The parameterλ is introduced to keep track of the order of the expansion. For

example, we can write

Γ(k) = λΓ(1)(k) + λ2Γ(2)(k) + · · · (2.30)

The variationδc(k,
[

ρ
]

) = c(k, [ρ]) − c(k, [ρ0]) can in turn be written as a functional

expansion:

δc(k) =
∑

k′
c(1)

0 (−k, k′)δρ(k′)

+
1
Ω

∑

k′,k′′
c(2)

0 (−k, k′, k′′)δρ(k′)δρ(k′′) + · · ·
(2.31)

Note that herec(i)
0 is the (i + 1)th direct correlation function of the unperturbed system,

multiplied bykBT. This slightly unusual notation is chosen to emphasize the similarity

between equations (2.28) and (2.31).

Finally the induced density can also be expressed in powers of the external potential:

δρ(k) = λδρ(1)(k) + λ2δρ(2)(k) + · · · (2.32)
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Figure 2.7: Some typical diagrams from the free energy expansion contributing to
the pair potential. Loops withn + 1 legs represent response function
of ordern. The correlation functionc(n)

0 is represented by a solid circle
surrounded byn + 1 wavy lines and the external potential by solid
lines.. Diagram (a) is a quadratic response contribution. Diagrams (b)
and (c) represent some third order contributions taken intoaccount by
equations (2.11) and (2.12), respectively. Diagrams (d), (e), and (f)
are examples of third-response contributions which arenot taken into
account in the approach presented here.

The variation in the free energy is obtained as before through equation (2.7), which

we now write as

∆F =
1
Ω

∑

k,n

ρ(n)(k)Vext(−k)
n+ 1

= ∆F1 +
1
Ω

∑

k,n

δρ(n)(k)Vext(−k)
n+ 1

,

(2.33)

where∆F1 does not depend on the relative positions of the perturbation sources and will

therefore not contribute to the pair potentials.

Using equations (2.28), (2.29), and (2.31), we can represent each term in (2.33) by

a diagram using three types of building blocks: namelyχ(n)
0 andc(n)

0 for n ≥ 1, andVext.

A few examples are shown in Figure 2.7.

EachVext is connected to a singleχ(n)
0 . Eachc(n)

0 is connected ton+ 1 differentχ(n)
0 .

Eachχ(n)
0 is connected ton+ 1 blocks that can be eitherVext, or ac(n)

0 . Conversely, every
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Figure 2.8: Diagrammatic expansion for the dressed ˜c(1)
0 in terms of the barec(1)

0
and linear response functions.

treelike diagram obeying these rules corresponds to a term in equation (2.33). Note that

sinceδρ(q) obeys the same rules, it can be represented by the same diagrams, with only

oneVext removed.

We call reducible those diagrams in (2.33) that can be separated, by the cutting of a

singlec(1)
0 line, into two diagrams that depend exclusively onVa or onVb, respectively,

and that are linear in neitherVa norVb. In Figure 2.7, diagram (c) is reducible, while the

others are not.

We want to show that the set of such diagrams is equivalent to those described by

equation (2.12). First we will show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between

reducible diagrams in (2.33) and diagrams in (2.12). Then wewill show that the prefac-

tors also agree.

2.5.1 Diagrammatic equivalence

Consider a reducible diagramD contributing to the pair potential. Then consider the set

S of all diagrams that are different fromD only by the number of separating interaction

lines. The separating interaction lines can only be connected byχ(1)
0 loops. By summing

over the different numbers ofχ(1)
0 loops and the momenta associated with these loops,

we can therefore obtain a dressed propagator in terms of a dielectric function,

c̃(1)
0 (k, k′) =

c(1)
0 (k, k′)

ǫ(k, k′)
, (2.34)

which takes a simple form in the diagrammatic language (see Figure 2.8).
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All diagrams inS are therefore included in
∑

{k} D1({k})/ǫ(k i , k j) whereD1({k}) is

the value,beforethe summation over the momenta{k}, of the diagram inS with a single

separatingc(1)
0 propagator. Herek i andk j are the momenta of the separating propagator.

Since we can construct diagrams contributing toδρ(k) with the same building blocks

and the same construction rules as for diagrams contributing to the pair potential, it is

easy to find an expression involving onlyδρi andc(1)
0 that includes all reducible diagrams

contributing to the pair potential. An example of such an expression is

1
Ω

∑

k,k′
δρNL

a (k,Ra)c
(1)
0 (k, k′)δρNL

b (k′,Rb).

Since bothδρa(k) andδρb(k) have an arbitrary number ofχ(1)
0 loops on the leg with

momentak, though, this expression amounts to screening thec(1)
0 interaction twice. To

take care of this, we can write instead

φred(Ra,Rb) =
1
Ω

∑

k,k′
δρNLU

a (k,Ra)
c(1)

0 (k, k′)

ǫ(k, k′)
δρNLU

b (k′,Rb), (2.35)

whereδρNLU
a (k,Ra) is defined as the sum of all diagrams inδρNL

a (k,Ra) without χ(1)

loops on the leg with thek momentum (U stands for unscreened). To each reducible

diagram contributing to the pair potential corresponds a diagram in (2.35), and vice

versa.

For homogeneous systems, we have

χ(1)(k, k′) = χ(1)(k′)δk,−k′ ,

c(1)
0 (k, k′) = c(1)

0 (k′)δk,−k′ ,

1
ǫ(k, k′)

=
1
ǫ(k)
=

∑

i

(c(1)
0 (k)χ(1)

0 (k))i

=
1

(1− c(1)
0 (k)χ(1)

0 (k))
,

and

δρa,b(k,Ra,b) = ρa,b(k)eik·Ra,b,
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so that (2.35) simplifies to

φred(Rab) =
1
Ω

∑

k

δρNL
a (k)c(1)

0 (k)ǫ(k)δρNL
b (−k)eik·Rab,

which is precisely equation (2.12); we have shown that equation (2.12) contains exactly

the reducible diagrams from equation (2.33). Now we need to show that the prefactors

of these diagrams also agree.

2.5.2 Diagrammatic prefactors and symmetries

A diagramD is said to possess a symmetry of orderm if it is possible to cutm legs

from a givenχ0 or c0 and obtainm identical cut-down parts. Each such symmetry con-

tributes a factor 1/m! to the total prefactor of the diagram, as compared to an equivalent

asymmetrical diagram.

In order to obtain this ”equivalent asymmetrical diagram”,we replaceVext by Ṽext =

∑n+1
j=1 vj in the original problem, wheren+1 is the number of external legs of diagramD.

We then consider the diagram̃D that is identical toD, apart from its external legs which

are all connected to differentvj . By construction, diagram̃D can have no symmetry.

Contributions to diagram̃D can be obtained, in equation (2.33), by replacingVext

by any of thevj and by calculating the prefactorPj of the density diagram obtained by

removingvj from D̃. The prefactorPD̃ of D̃ is therefore

PD̃ =
1

n+ 1

∑

j :external
leg

Pj , (2.36)

Since there is no symmetry in the diagram, it is relatively straightforward to find its

prefactor: eachχ(i)
0 or c(i)

0 contributesi! to the global prefactor. Therefore all theP j are
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equal, the (n+ 1) factors cancel out, and we simply getPD̃ = Pj . By a similar argument,

we obtain

PD̃ = Pj = PD̃a
PD̃b
,

whereD̃a andD̃b are the separated diagrams. Asymmetric reducible diagramstherefore

have the same prefactor in (2.33) and (2.12).

This result can be extended to symmetrical diagrams in a straightforward manner: if

the two identical diagrams obtained by cutting two legs froma givenχ orµ in a symmet-

rical reducible diagram, they cannot contain the separating interaction line. Therefore

all symmetries are contained within the separated diagrams. Since each symmetry con-

tributes a factor 1/m! to the global prefactor,m being the number of identical branches

involved in this symmetry, the symmetry contributions to (2.12) and (2.33) are the same.

We have therefore derived the result that there is a one-to-one correspondence be-

tween reducible diagrams contributing to the pair potential [in equation (2.33)], and

diagrams contained in equation (2.12). Since the prefactors of these diagrams in each

expression also agree, equation (2.12) allows the calculation of the pair potential asso-

ciated with all reducible diagrams.

2.6 Generalizations of the partial sum approach: an interpretation

in terms of parameter path integrals

In this section we discuss a simple interpretation of equation (2.11) in terms of path

integrals in parameter space. This interpretation illustrates the simplicity and generality

of the SSPM. We use this interpretation to derive two generalizations of the methods

introduced above: namely, the case of magnetic perturbations and that of many-center
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Figure 2.9: Three simple trajectories leading from (0,0) to (1,1). Each trajectory corre-
sponds to a different order in which two perturbations can be turned on. TrajectoriesΓ1

andΓ3 have segments following an axis, where only one of the perturbations is turned
on.

interactions.

2.6.1 Parameter path integral

Consider the HamiltonianH = H0 + H1 + H2, whereH0 is assumed to be a well-

understood Hamiltonian (such as that of the electron gas), and H1 and H2 are simple

perturbations to this Hamiltonian (for example, the potentials due to the presence of

hydrogen ions in the electron gas). Suppose for definitenessthat we are interested in

the ground state energy ofH. We can continuously transformH0 into the Hamiltonian

H = H0 + V1 + V2 by introducing a two parameter family of HamiltoniansHλ1,λ2 =

H0 + λ1V1 + λ2V2. Typical perturbative approaches useλ1 = λ2. However, there is an

infinite number of trajectories in the(λ1, λ2) plane which lead fromH0 to H. Three

particularly simple trajectories are illustrated in Figure 2.9.

In the coupling constant integration scheme (see Section 2.1.2), the ground state

energy ofH can be recovered by an integral, along either path, of the expectation value

of the perturbing Hamiltonian.
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TrajectoriesΓ1 andΓ3 have segments following the axis. On the axis only one of

the perturbations is turned on, and the corresponding Hamiltonian has higher symmetry

than the general HamiltonianH. We suppose here that the intermediate Hamiltonians

H1,0 and H0,1 are therefore easier to solve than the full HamiltonianH. The threeΓi

correspond to three ways to reach the final HamiltonianH: by perturbingH0,0 with

H1+H2, by perturbingH1,0 with H2, or finally by perturbingH0,1 with H1. This provides

us with three different estimates for the ground state energy ofH. If each perturbation is

treated exactly, these three estimates are equal. However,if each perturbation is treated

approximately, eachΓi results in a different estimateEi for the ground state energy.

The ground state energy of the HamiltonianH can be expressed as a functional ex-

pansion in powers ofH1 andH2. Suppose we are able to solve the HamiltonianH1,0

exactly, and that we treat perturbationH2 to nth order in perturbation, following tra-

jectoryΓ3. The resulting expression (E3) would contain all functional expansion terms

which are of order at mostn in H2. Similarly, trajectoryΓ1 could be used to obtain an

expression (E1) containing all terms which are of order at mostn in H1. Adding the

result from these two estimates would result in a double counting of the terms which are

of order at mostn in both perturbations. If one treats the third expression (E2) to include

terms of order at mostn in both constraints, we can resolve the double counting problem

by choosing a particular combination of the three estimates: ES S P= E1 + E3 − E2. This

estimate takes into account all terms which are of order at most n in either oneof the

parameters.

This linear combination actually corresponds to a trajectory in parameter space,

which is shown in Figure 2.10. We will refer to this trajectory as a Z-Box.

This trajectory, with each asymmetric branch treated to linear order, corresponds

to the SSP method described above. From the description presented here, generaliza-
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Figure 2.10: A combination of the pathsΓ1, Γ2, andΓ3 which ensures a high degree of
error cancellation. The pathZ = Γ1−Γ2+Γ3 is symmetric with respect to permutation of
the perturbations and can therefore be followed in two alternate, apparently asymmetric
ways.

tions are rather straightforward: higher-order corrections can for example be obtained

by treating each branch to higher order in response, always keeping the terms which

are of order at mostn in either oneof the parameters alongΓ2. We provide below de-

tailed generalization to a magnetic perturbation in an electron gas, and to many-center

interactions.

2.6.2 Magnetic perturbations and the RKKY interaction

The interaction between magnetic perturbations (e.g., nuclear spins or magnetic impu-

rity atoms) and an electron gas can be modeled by the Hamiltonian [51]

Hint,λ = λJ
∑

i, j

f (r i − R j)Sj · −→σ i ,

wherer i and−→σ i are the position and spin operators for electroni, while R j andSj are

the position and spin of thej th magnetic perturbation source.

The Hellman-Feynman theorem reads

F1 − F0 =

∫ 1

0
dλ〈Hint,1〉λ

= J
∫ 1

0
dλ

∑

j

∫

dr f (r − R j)Si ·m(r )λ,
(2.37)
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where the local magnetizationm is given by

m(r )λ =

〈

∑

i

δ(r i − r )−→σ i

〉

λ

.

By analogy with the induced density case, we can describe the perturbation using

Vj(r ) = J
∑

i

f (r − Ri)S
i
j .

Assuming a nonmagnetic unperturbed state,

mi(r )λ =
∫

drχi j (r , r ′)λVj(r ′)

+

∫

dr ′dr ′′χ(2)
i jk(r , r ′, r ′′)λ2Vj(r ′)Vk(r ′′) + · · ·

If we have two magnetic perturbing sources (a andb),we find an effective interaction

of the form

φ(Ra,Rb,Sa,Sb) =
∫

drVa(r ) ·mb(r ,Rb,Sb)

+ Vb(r ) ·ma(r ,Ra,Sa) −
∫

drdr ′χi j (r , r ′)Va
i (r )Vb

j (r
′).

(2.38)

Here, as before,Vi describes the potential associated with the perturbing source i and

mi(r ,Ri ,Sa) is the magnetization induced atr by the presence of a single perturbation

of spinSi atRi .

In the particular case of pointlike magnetic perturbations[ f (r ) = δ(r )], the effective

interaction between the magnetic perturbations takes the simple form

φ(Ra,Rb,Sa,Sb) = JSa ·mb(Ra,Rb,Sb)

+ JSb ·ma(Rb,Ra,Sa) − J2χi j (Ra,Rb)S
a
i S

b
j .

(2.39)

This expression, which goes beyond quadratic response [butdoes not include correc-

tions of the form (2.12)], could be used to improve upon the standard RKKY potential ,

which takes into account only the linear order in response [8].
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2.6.3 Many-center potentials

Since the sources of the perturbations in equations (2.11) and (2.12) have not been spec-

ified, a straightforward way of treating many-particle interactions in this formalism is

to take either or both sources to be an ensemble of particles.This might be especially

appropriate for problems involving the diffusion of well formed molecules. In the hy-

drogen problem, this could also be used to study the molecule-molecule interactions

near or beyond the onset of metallization.

Many-center interactions can be treated in a more symmetricway through conven-

tional response theory (see, e.g. [52]), but also through a SSPM approach. If many

perturbations are to be considered, many more simple paths can lead from the unper-

turbed to the final Hamiltonian. If we suppose that we can solve only the Hamiltonians

with a single perturbation ‘turned on’, a simple generalization of pathZ from figure 2.10

comes to mind: on each trajectory, one first turns on a single perturbation, solves the re-

sulting Hamiltonian, then treats the remaining perturbation at fixed order in response.

If we haveN perturbations, this will result inN distinct trajectories. As in the pair po-

tential case, different paths lead to different estimates, and include different perturbation

terms. A simple strategy is to add the estimates arising fromintegration along all the

distinct paths. To avoid double counting, one then needs to add N − 1 times the result

from the perturbation along the diagonal (corresponding toΓ2 in the pair potential case).

The trajectory in parameter space is therefore a simple generalization of trajectoryZ in

Figure 2.10. The corresponding expression for the many-body potential is, at lowest

order,
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φ(N)({R}) ≃ (N − 2)!
ΩN−2

N
∑

i=1

∑

{k j }
j,i

χ
(N−2)
[i] (k1, . . . , k i−1, k i+1, . . . , kN)

∏

j,i

Vj(k j)e
ik·R j

− (N − 1)(N − 1)!
ΩN−1

∑

{k i }
χ(N−1)(k1, . . . , kN)

N
∏

j=1

Vj(k j)e
ik j ·R j .

(2.40)

Hereχ(N−2)
[i] is the (N − 2)th response function the systemH + Hi. Together with the

relationχ0(k) = ρ(0)(−k)/Ω, this equation reduces to the SSP result (equation 2.11)

for N = 2. Equation (2.40) provides a way to obtain an expression that is exact up to

Nth order in perturbation, requiring only the explicit knowledge of response functions

up to (N − 1)th order. It requires the same quantitiesχN−2
[i] as for the pair potential

calculations at the same order in the perturbations. Therefore, once theχN−2
[i] have been

calculated for all the components in the system, arbitraryN-center potentials can be

calculated from Equation (2.40). For this reason, SSP couldbe used as an effective

bookkeeping technique even if the response functionsχN−2
[i] are calculated perturbatively,

without using the simplicity of the intermediate problems.

This is to be contrasted with the alternate generalization to many-center interactions

presented in [5]. This alternate generalization avoids higher-order response functions

of the perturbed systems and expresses the many-body potential in terms of densities

induced by subsets of particles:

φ(N)({R}) ≃ 1
(N − 1)Ω

N
∑

j=1

∑

k

Vj(k)δρ̃[ j] (−k)eik·R j

− 1
(N − 1)ΩN−1

∑

{k i }
χ(N−1)(k1, . . . , kN)

N
∏

j=1

Vj(k j)e
ik j ·R j .

(2.41)

Hereδρ[ j] (k) is the density induced by all involved particlesexcept jandδρ̃[ j] (k) is the

component of this density that depends on the position of allN − 1 particles involved.
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The latter definition is required simply to avoid double counting the potentials involving

less thanN particles.

Equation (2.41) also provides a way to obtain an expression that is exact up toNth

order, requiring only the explicit knowledge of the (N−1)th order response function and

reduces to equation (2.11) forN = 2. On the other hand, it requires knowledge of the

density induced byN groups ofN − 1 particles, which rapidly becomes more difficult

whenN > 2 and does not have particular symmetry. The bookkeeping required to keep

track of “the component of this density that depends on the position of allN−1 particles

involved” is more involved than that required to calculate equation (2.40), which simply

involves induced densities and response functions of perturbed systems.

For these reasons equation (2.40) appears to be a much more promising generaliza-

tion of (2.11) than equation (2.41).
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CHAPTER 3

IDENTIFYING AND SOLVING CONSTRAINT PROBLEMS

3.1 Constraint problems

Constraint problems involve the simultaneous satisfactionof a number of conditions,

or constraints, on the values of a set of variables. Remarkably, the simplicity of the

constraints offers no guarantee of the simplicity of the resulting constraint satisfaction

problem. Boolean satisfaction, the phase problem in diffraction imaging, and the deter-

mination of protein geometry and ground states of glasses, provide many examples of

difficult problems involving the satisfaction of simple constraints. Consider the prob-

lem of finding the ground state energyE0 of an Ising spin glass, where the system state

is described by the vectors = {si}i=1,...,N taking values in{−1,1}. The Hamiltonian

is H =
∑

i, j Ji j si sj, and the coupling constantsJi j = Jji take fixed values in the set

{−1,0,1}. The lowest possible value for the ground state energy of this Hamiltonian is

Eb = −
∑

i, j

∣

∣

∣Ji j

∣

∣

∣ . This energy is reached only if all pair energies are as low as possible,

i.e., if Ji j si sj = −1 for every pair (i, j) with nonzero coupling. Even though it is easy to

find a state with a particular pair (i, j) ‘properly aligned’ withJi j si sj = −1, the problem

of determining whether all pair energies can be minimizedsimultaneouslycan be very

challenging. Determining whetherEb = E0 is a typical difficult constraint satisfaction

problem.

Because constraint problems occur in many different contexts, it is not surprising

that many different approaches have been developed to study and solve them. Ideas

from information theory, statistical physics, computer science, and optimization the-

ory all contributed to our understanding and solving of constraint problems. The work

presented here follows instead from ageometricalinterpretation of constraint problems.
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Before we proceed, we need to establish a few definitions. A constraint on a set

X can be interpreted as a functionfC : X → {True,False}. For a particularx ∈ X, a

constraint issatisfiedif fC(x) is True. Otherwise, it isunsatisfiedor violated. The con-

straint setC can also be defined by the subset ofX where the constraint is satisfied:

C = f −1(True). In this work we identify a constraint with its constraint setC. A con-

straint issatisfiableif C , ∅. In this case, the constraint satisfaction problem is to find

an element inC. These definitions also apply when multiple constraints{Ci}i=1,...,n are

to be satisfied simultaneously, since the simultaneous satisfaction of the{Ci}i=1,...,n is in

itself a constraint, with constraint set∩Ci .

In the case of the Ising spin glass example mentioned above, the setX of all pos-

sible configurations could be taken to be{−1,1}N. Each nonzero couplingJi j can be

interpreted as a constraintCi j , with function

fCi j (s) =























1, if Ji j si sj = −1

0, otherwise.
(3.1)

This constraint issatisfiedif spins si andsj are properly aligned to minimize their

pair energy. Theconstraint setis simply is the set of vectorss in which spinsi and j are

properly aligned. The problem of determining whetherEb is equal toE0 is satisfiableif

and only if there is a configuration where all the pairs are properly aligned.

This is not the only way to express this problem as a constraint problem. In the

following we will use methods which require that the spaceX is a vector space. To

achieve this, on can for example allow vectorss to take values inRN, and modify the

constraints to read

fCi j (s) =























1, if Ji j si sj = −1 and|si | = |sj | = 1

0, otherwise.
(3.2)

Both formulations of the spin glass problem lead to identicalsolutions.
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In physics one is often interested in solving the more general problem of finding

a low energy statex of a HamiltonianH(x) =
∑

i φi(x), consisting of a sum of many

simple termsφi. This problem is not strictly speaking a constraint problem, as one is

interested in the lowest energy solution even when it is impossible minimize individually

all termsφi(x), and theφi can take a continuous range of values. Such problems are often

called restraint problems, where theφi are thought of asrestraints, favoring certain

configurations but not strictly constrainingx to a particular set of configurations.

Restraints problems are a generalization of constraint problems, and in practice

many constraint problems are treated as restraint problems, as in simulated annealing

(see Section 3.3.2, below). We will provide examples below (see, e.g., Section 5.5) of

how restraint problems (and, more generally, optimizationproblems) can also some-

times be expressed as constraint problems.

A convenient and useful way of representing constraint (or restraint) problems is

throughfactor graphs. A factor graph has nodes representing both variables and con-

straints. Edges connect constraints to the variables they constrain. An example is pro-

vided in Figure 3.1, where circles represent variables and squares represent constraints.

Properties of the resulting graph, in particular the existence and typical length of loops

and planarity, are often relevant to the applicability and performance of different algo-

rithms.

As mentioned above, we will be particularly interested in problems where the sat-

isfaction problem for∩Ci is challenging even though each of theCi is comparatively

easy to satisfy. Many methods for constraint satisfaction attempt to take advantage of

the particular structure of such problems.
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Figure 3.1: An example of a factor graph for a constraint satisfaction problem.
Here variables are represented by circles and constraints by squares.
A link between a constraint and a variable indicates that thesatisfac-
tion of the constraint may depend on the value of the variable. The
properties of the graph, such as the connectivity of the nodes, pla-
narity, or the existence and size of loops, can have a strong influence
on the difficulty of a problem.

3.2 An overview of some of Nature’s constraint satisfaction meth-

ods

Many natural systems can find solutions to complicated problems. Such systems act

both as a source of motivation and inspiration for the constraint satisfaction community.

In physics, finding the state of lowest (free) energy of a collection of interacting particles

can be interpreted as a constraint satisfaction problem. The capacity of many materials

to spontaneously adopt a crystalline structure is a sign that such low free energy states

can often be found simply through the action of particle interactions and thermal fluc-

tuations. The thermal noise plays an important role in this process: systems that are

cooled down rapidly from a hot liquid state often end up in a glassy or amorphous state.

Systems that are cooled more slowly tend to be able to find lower free energy states.

In the case of crystals, a slower cooling schedule typicallyresults in fewer defects in

the crystal. Warming up and slowly cooling down crystallinesamples to reduce defect
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concentration is referred to as annealing. Simulated annealing, described below, is a

numerical method inspired from this procedure.

The field of biology provides many more examples of efficient searching processes,

among which evolution might be the most spectacular. Various organisms have also de-

veloped (through evolution!) their own searching strategy, from fish hunting using Ĺevi

walks [53] and ants looking for food [54], to bacteria following chemical gradients and

proteins ‘searching for’ binding sites on DNA [55]. Cognitive processes provide many

additional examples of searching strategies, many of whichare still not understood.

3.3 An overview of computational constraint satisfaction methods

3.3.1 Complete methods, and DPLL

The simplest approach to many discrete constraint problem is the so calledbrute force

approach, in which one enumerates all variable assignmentsand verifies each assign-

ment is a solution to the problem at hand. The program terminates when a solution is

found or if all configurations have been tested. This approach has the advantage of being

complete: it will always find a solution if there is one, if it is given enough time to com-

plete its execution. An efficient bookkeeping strategy to achieve this is backtracking.

Backtracking uses a search tree whose root corresponds to a state in which no variable

is assigned. A variable is chosen and a node is created and attached to the root for each

possible value this variable can take. Now each of the nodes thus created can serve as a

root to a subtree describing the configurations of the remaining variables. If this proce-

dure is repeatedN times, whereN is the number of variables, the lower level of the tree

corresponds to configurations where all variables have beenassigned a value.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the order in which the nodes of a search tree are ac-
cessed in backtracking, for a binary problem with 4 variables and no
solution. The 24 = 16 variable configurations lie on the lowest level
of the graph, and are each visited once. The intermediate nodes corre-
spond to partial variable assignments, and are each visitedthree times.

The brute force backtracking procedure works by assigning values to the variables

in turn, starting from the ones closest to the root. When all the variables have been as-

signed, the resulting configuration is tested for satisfaction. If the configuration solves

the problem, the search can be interrupted. If the configuration does not solve the prob-

lem, the variable assignment needs to be changed. In backtracking, the change is always

performed on the last variable that was assigned and whose alternate configurations have

not been explored. The order in which different nodes of the search tree are explored is

illustrated in Figure 3.2.

The backtracking approach is simply a bookkeeping strategyand does not result in

performance improvement. However, backtracking is commonly used in much more

efficient algorithms, which do not explore all configurations yet are complete.
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One of the most successful complete algorithms based on backtracking is the Davis-

Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL) algorithm. DPLL is designed to solve Boolean

constraint satisfaction problems in the conjunctive normal form (CNF) [56, 57], a par-

ticularly important form of constraint problem, which we will further discuss in section

5.1.

DPLL improves upon the brute force by performing a few additional checks each

time a variable is assigned. These checks are used to identify branches of the search

tree that can be discarded, either because they are guaranteed to contain no solution, or

because the existence of a solution in the discarded branch guarantees the existence of a

solution in a remaining tree.

More specifically, DPLL checks for constraints that force a variable to take a specific

value (in which case branches corresponding to alternate values are discarded), and for

constraints that are guaranteed to be violated, no matter what further assignments are

made (in which case the algorithm discards the subtree starting at the current node).

DPLL also checks for ‘pure’ variables. A pure variable has a preferred value, which

is at least as good as all other values in solving all constraints in which the variable

occurs, for any configuration of the other variables. That isto say that if a constraint is

satisfied with the pure variable set to a non preferred value,it will also be solved if the

pure variable is changed to its preferred value. In such cases it is safe to set the pure

variable to its preferred value and discard all branches corresponding to non-preferred

values. Even though solutions might be discarded along withnon-preferred branches,

the existence of a solution is still guaranteed in the remaining tree.

The checks performed by DPLL are designed to detect variables that can be assigned

safely. The order in which variables should be assigned therefore depends on the result
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of a possible order in which the nodes of a search tree are
accessed in the DPLL algorithm, for a binary problem with 4 vari-
ables and no solution. The 24 = 16 variable configurations lie on the
lowest level of the graphs, and the search starts at the root of the tree
(here on top). Gray nodes are never visited. The number labeling of
a node correspond to the variable who was assigned at this node, and
an overline represents a ‘False’ assignment. Notice that the order in
which variables are assigned is different in each subtree.

of these tests, and can vary from branch to branch in the tree.Fortunately this can be

achieved easily in the backtracking procedure (see Figure 3.3).

Finally, the algorithm checks for constraints that will be satisfied no matter what

further variable assignments are made. These constraints do not have to be considered

again and can be temporarily ‘removed’ from the problem until the algorithm backtracks

past the point where their satisfaction was guaranteed,.

The DPLL algorithm, which was introduced more than 40 years ago, is still the

basis of most complete solvers for Boolean satisfaction, oneof the most well-studied

constraint satisfaction problem we will discuss in more detail in section 5. However, the
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combined requirements of keeping track of the configurations explored and of systemat-

ically exploring a large number of configurations can be computationally prohibitive. In

some cases using a heuristic search strategy can be much moreefficient than complete

methods. Incomplete heuristic methods cannot ascertain the unsatisfiability of a prob-

lem. However, when the existence of a solution is guaranteedor almost certain, such

incomplete methods are often appropriate.

3.3.2 Simulated annealing and cost function

optimization approaches

A popular incomplete approach to constraint satisfaction problems involves reformulat-

ing the constraint problem as an optimization problem through the definition of a cost

function E : X → R. The cost function can be simply the number of unsatisfied con-

straints for a given configuration. It can also be refined to take into account the amount

by which each constraint is violated, particularly for continuous problems. When a

solution to the constraint problem exists, the minimum of the cost function is 0 and con-

figurations with minimum cost are solutions to the constraint problem. The constraint

problem can therefore be solved by minimizingE. Many general-purpose optimizers,

such as simulated annealing, can be used for this purpose.

In simulated annealing, an initial random configuration is selected, and random up-

dates are accepted or rejected stochastically depending ontheir effect on the cost func-

tion. Because the cost function is usually easy to calculate,and the optimizer can be

used out-of-the-box, this approach is quite simple, and maybe an excellent choice for

problems that are not too large or hard.
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However, many approaches outperform simulated annealing,particularly for the so-

lution of large or difficult constraint problems. A reason for this is apparent in the way

information is used in this approach.

The optimizer only relies on single number E as a figure of merit for updating the

state of the system. This number averages over the satisfaction status of all constraints.

Even though information about the satisfaction status of each constraint is available,

this information is not passed on to the optimizer. The optimizer is therefore lacking

important information which could be used to determine an appropriate update.

A simple way to modify the cost function approach to include this information is to

concentrate on the constraints that are violated, and make updates based on the particular

structure of the constraint problem at hand. This is the approach used by many heuristic

approaches to the Boolean satisfaction problem, which we will discuss in section 5.1.

3.3.3  and the focused algorithms

Using the particular constraint structure of a problem requires problem-specific devel-

opment. The efficiency of tailored algorithms often depends quite sensitively on the

particular choice of the update mechanism. For well-studied problems, such as Boolean

satisfaction, update mechanisms were found that resulted in orders-of-magnitude perfor-

mance improvement upon pure cost function approaches such as simulated annealing.

In many cases, such approaches also use a stochastic elementto ensure ergodicity of the

search process, that is, to ensure that the search process, given enough time, will visit

all configurations in the search space. Ergodicity in turn guarantees that the search will

eventually reach a solution, if a solution exists. However,it does not provide a bound

on the number of steps necessary to find a solution. [58], and more generally
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focused algorithms [59], update only variables involved inconstraints that are not sat-

isfied. These methods balance greedy updates with random updates: greedy updates

never increase the number of unsatisfied constraints, whereas random updates allow this

number to increase.

Various other algorithms are based on a similar balance between greediness and

randomness [60]. Interestingly, the efficiency of the search in most of these approaches

depend sensitively on the balance between greediness and stochasticity [59]. We should

finally mention recent results using the chainsat algorithm[61], which updates single

variables in unsatisfied constraints much like local searches, but succeeds in finding

solutions without requiring random uphill moves.

3.3.4 Statistical approaches, and message-passing algorithms

In the recent years much effort has been devoted to the understanding of constraint prob-

lems from a statistical perspective. If constraints are drawn randomly from an ensemble

of constraints, it is often possible to obtain rigorous results on the typical behavior of

problems in the limit where the number of constraints is large. Typical quantities of

interest are the existence and number of solutions and the existence of one or many

clusters of solutions in a typical problem.

Significant progress in the resolution of constraint satisfaction problems came from

the application of methods inspired by statistical mechanics to individual problems. The

idea is to consider the number of unsatisfied constraints as an effective Hamiltonian. The

ground states of this Hamiltonian are the solutions to the constraint problem. If one as-

sumes a Boltzmann distribution of configuration probability, one can use statistical me-

chanics tools to evaluate expectation values for individual variables. These expectation
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values are referred to as marginal probabilities, or simplymarginals. Low tempera-

ture expectation values then correspond to averages of the value of a variable over all

solutions of a problem.

If the goal is simply to find a single solution to a Boolean problem (where variables

take values in the set{1,−1}, corresponding to{True,False}), a possibility is to look for

variables whose expectation value is very close to either 1 or −1. Thesemost polarized

variables take the same value in a large fraction of solutions. Thedecimationheuristic

works by evaluating the expectation values, assigning the most probable value to the

most polarized variables, and simplifying the problem accordingly. This method can

be applied recursively on smaller and smaller decimated problems until the statistical

approach fails to provide reliable, very polarized expectation values. The resulting dec-

imated problem is then typically solved using a local searchmethod such as Walksat.

This decimation approach relies on an efficient evaluation of the expectation val-

ues of individual variables. This is where message-passingalgorithms such as belief

propagation (BP) (see, e.g., [62]) and survey propagation (SP) [63, 64] come in.

The expectation value of a variablei over the solutions of a problemP can be de-

termined by the probability distribution of its neighboring variables, that is, variables

appearing in constraints involvingi. However, this probability distribution is usually

not available until the problem is solved. In thecavity method, one relates the expecta-

tion value of a variable to expectation values calculated incavity problems, which we

will take here to mean problems obtained fromP by removing single constraints. In a

tree-like problem (that is, a problem whose factor graph is atree), removing a constraint

breaks down the problem into independent tree-like problems whose solution spaces

can be sampled independently, greatly simplifying the problem. In a tree-like graph, the

probability that variablei has valuexi is given by
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pi(xi) = Ci

∏

α∈N(i)

µα→i(xi). (3.3)

In this expressionN(i) is the set of constraints in which variablesi is involved, that

is, the neighbors of variable nodei in the factor graph. The quantitiesµα→i(xi) are the

expectation values of the constraintfα in the cavity problem withα removed and variable

i fixed to the valuexi. The normalization constantCi is chosen so that
∑

xi
pi(xi) =

1. Note that in the remainder of this section we will use Latinindicesi, j to refer to

variables, and Greek indicesα, β to refer to constraints.

The expectation valueµα→i(xi), can be obtained from cavity expectation values of

the other variablesj involved in constraintα. Note that the satisfaction of constraintα

often depends only on a subset of variablesN(α). If we takexα = {xj} j∈N(α) to be the

values taken by variables inN(α), the domain offα can be restricted toxα, so thatfα(xα)

is simply the satisfaction off in configurationx. We these definitions in mind and still

assuming a tree-like problem, we can write

µα→i(xi) =
∑

x j ,

j∈N(α)\i

fα(xα)
∏

j∈N(α)\i
µ j→α(xj). (3.4)

Hereµ j→α(xj) is the probability that variablej has valuexj in the cavity problem where

constraintα was removed. This can be calculated using equation (3.3), applied to the

cavity graph:

µi→α(xi) = Ci→α
∏

β∈N(i)\α
µβ→i(xi). (3.5)

Here againCi→α is a normalization constant ensuring that probabilities add up to one.

Theµα→i andµi→α can be interpreted as messages from constraints to variables and
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variables to constraints, respectively, summarizing information about the state of the

problem ‘upstream’ ofα→ i or i → α, respectively, the arrow determining the direction

of the flow of information.

The success of BP is partly due to the fact that equations (3.4)and (3.5) can be solved

very efficiently on a tree: by starting from the leafs of the tree and updating a message

only if all the upstream messages have been calculated, messages need to be passed only

twice on each edge, with only one message sent in each direction. This strategy is similar

to the transfer matrix method in physics and the dynamical programming approach of

computer science: the order in which computations are carried ensures an optimal use

of information.

Equations (3.4) and (3.5) are exact only on tree-like diagrams, as they neglect corre-

lations between the different neighbors of constraintα in the cavity problem whereα has

been removed. The assumption that this factorization holdsapproximately in non-tree

problems leads to the BP heuristic.

The point of the cavity approach becomes clear here: the variables inN(α) are in-

volved in the same constraint, and their correlations cannot be neglected. However, if

one removes the constraintα from the problem, the variables inN(α) are no more likely

to be correlated than any two variables taken at random in theproblem. If the average

correlations are expected to be small, the variables in the cavity graph can be taken to

be approximately uncorrelated, as if the problem was a tree.

Equations (3.4) and (3.5) can be solved iteratively and self-consistently, starting from

a randomized initial distribution of theµi→α andµα→i. This self-consistent BP heuristic

has been quite successful at calculating marginals in a variety of contexts, even though

there is no guarantee that the BP heuristic converges or has a unique solution. In fact,
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in cases where the solution landscape is highly clustered, that is, where multiple islands

of solutions are separated by oceans of unsatisfied assignments, BP often has multiple

stable fixed points, which indicates that the approximations used have failed (since the

marginals have a well-defined value, at least one of the fixed points must be wrong!).

SP is based on a similar self-consistent, message-passing idea as BP, but uses statistical

mechanics tools to take into account explicitly the clustered nature of the solution space.

The expectation values calculated by SP are taken over a different ensemble, giving

equal weight to clusters independent of their size. One way to interpret the relation

between SP and BP is that SP effectively calculates the expectation values of marginals

over the ensemble of solutions to the BP equations: in short, SP is BP applied to BP.

More detailed information on BP and SP can be found in References [62] and [63],

respectively.

When it was introduced, SP solved problems such as random Boolean k-satisfiability

(see Chapter 5) to unprecedented number of variables near thecritical region, that is,

where the ratio of number of constraints to variables is suchthat about half the prob-

lems have a solution. Even though it was since discovered that local search algorithms

such as could exhibit comparable performance if their parameters were opti-

mized carefully (see, e.g, [59]), SP still appears to be the most efficient solver for many

randomly generated problems.

3.3.5 Branch and bound

The branch and bound approach is designed for optimization problems and provides

a way to relax the completeness requirement while maintaining a rigorous approach.

Given a functionf to minimize over a domainD, the branch and bound approach sub-
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divides the domainD into smaller subdomainsDi over which the functionf can be

bounded below. A typical approach is to separate domains by hyperplanes and find

linear functionsf̃i that are lower bounds tof over the subdomainsDi. The bounding

functions f̃i can then be minimized using linear programming to obtain a lower bound

to f over theDi.

The branch and bound approach also requires an upper bound for the global min-

imum, which is typically the lowest value off found at a given time over the whole

domainD.

If the lower bound for f on a subdomainDi is higher than the upper bound for

the minimum on the whole domain, the global minimum is guaranteed not to lie in

Di . One can therefore continue the search on the reduced domainD \ Di . A significant

advantage of the branch and bound approach is that the searchcan be interrupted at any

time and still provide rigorous upper and lower bounds on theglobal optimum. Another

advantage is that this approach can be used in conjunction with local searches, which

can be very efficient in obtaining a global upper bound and can benefit from information

about excluded subdomains.

3.3.6 Divide and conquer

Finally, a complete method worth mentioning is the divide and conquer approach, which

can be extremely efficient when it is applicable. It is applicable to problems that can be

broken down into a collection of subproblems similar to the initial problem, and where

the solution of the global problem can be recovered from the solutions to the individual

subproblems.
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A typical example of problem that can be solved using divide and conquer is the

sorting of a listL of n real numbers. Sorting is equivalent to finding an arrayswhoseith

element gives the order, in a sorted list, of theith element of the input list. Constraints

in this problem specify thats is a permutation of the integers (1,2, . . . ,n), and that for

each index pair (i, j), si > sj if Li > L j . It is faster to sort two short lists and merge them

into a larger sorted list than to sort the composite list using straightforward methods. By

subdividing a long list in shorter and shorter sublists and merging the sorted lists one

can gain considerable computing time. In this example it is clear that sorting the sublists

is providing useful information about the final solution: the sorting of each sublists has

a unique solution, and the elements in a sorted sublist will appear in the same order in

the final sorted list.

However, many difficult problems require the simultaneous satisfaction of multiple

weak constraints, that is, constraints that have a large number of satisfying assignments.

It is in general impossible to determine which of these assignments will lead to a global

solution without information about the requirements of allthe other constraints. In such

cases, divide and conquer is not applicable.
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CHAPTER 4

SOLVING CONSTRAINT PROBLEMS WITH PROJECTIONS: THE

DIFFERENCE MAP, AND DIVIDE AND CONCUR

4.1 Using projections to solve constraint problems

4.1.1 Projecting to constraint sets

The approach to constraint satisfaction we present here is in a way similar to the local

approaches discussed in section 3.3: it also proceeds by repeatedly updating a tentative

variable assignment, using a simple set of update rules, until a solution is found. The

form of the update rules, however, is quite different. One crucial difference is that the

updates are generated deterministically, rather than stochastically. Another difference is

that the variables are updated synchronously, rather than one at time. Finally, the update

rules do not depend only on the local properties of the problem, as is the case in local

searches.

The critical conceptual difference between this approach and local search is the use

of projection operatorsin the definition of the updates. We have emphasized in section

3.1 that a constraint on a setX can be identified by a constraint setC ⊆ X.WhenX has

a Euclidean structure, we define theprojection operator PC : X → C ⊆ X by requiring

thatPC(x) = y is the element ofC that minimizes the distance‖x− y‖ (see Figure 4.1).

This specifies the action ofPC, except for those values ofx where manyy ∈ C min-

imize the distance tox. In practice, such values form a set of measure zero, and the

particular choice of a distance-minimizingy ∈ C was not observed to have any influ-

ence for our current purpose. It is therefore not necessary to pay particular attention to
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Figure 4.1: The projection of a pointx to constraintC. Even thoughC is neither
convex nor connected, the operatorPC is well-defined and continuous
everywhere except on a set of measure zero, indicated by a dotted
line. The red dashed line indicatesH, the hyperplane orthogonal to
x− PC(x).

these ambiguous cases, and the projectionsy = PC(x) can simply be defined whichever

distance-minimizingy is the most convenient.

Projection operators are commonly used to solve problems involving convexcon-

straints [65]. In such problems, finding the solution is not necessarily challenging: the

challenge is to obtain fast convergence towards this solution. For that purpose, one can

use the fact thatx andy = PC(x) provides considerable information about the constraint

C. In particular, one can identify the hyperplaneH orthogonal tox−y and going through

y. The convex constraint setC is confined to the side ofH opposite tox. If C is smooth,

H can be seen as a linear local approximation toC, even when dim(H) , dim(C) and

C is not convex. In this work, we will be particularly interested in difficult problems

involving the simultaneous satisfaction ofnonconvex problems.

In a metric space, the minimal distance of a point to the constraint can be used as

a cost function describing how much a constraint is violated. Using a steepest descent

approach to the constraint set using this cost function would lead to the same result as
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Figure 4.2: An illustration of the difference between the distance minimizing pro-
jection y and steepest descent approachz in the case where the con-
straint set comprises points whose altitude is below sea level, and the
starting point isx. The projectiony is the point that minimizes the
distance betweenx and the shoreline. The Mississippi, which follows
the steepest slope of the landscape, ends up at pointz. The projec-
tion y does not depend on the landscape outside the constraint surface.
(satellite image of the Mississippi river modified from NASA).

projecting, but would be possibly more costly since many gradients would need to be

calculated.

However, cost functions can also be quite different from the distance cost function.

A natural example is provided by a constraint on the energy inan arbitrary potential

V(r ). The cost functionc(r ) = V(r ) − E can be quite different from the distance cost

function, and a steepest descent inc(r ) can be quite different from a projection operator,

as is illustrated on Figure 4.2.

The projection operator is blind to the energy landscape outside the constraint, and

depends only on the boundary of the constraint set. This means the projection operator

is insensitive to local minima in the cost function. In the example from Figure 4.2, the

projection provides much more information about the constraint space than the gradient
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at x.

A drawback of projection approaches, compared with gradient-based approaches, is

that they depend on the existence of efficient projection operators, which are not always

available. To speak figuratively: if one is lacking any information about the sea shore

location, following a river downhill might be an appropriate strategy to reach the ocean.

When available, efficient projection operators provide useful information about con-

straint sets{Ci}i=1,...,n. They can therefore be used to obtain efficient update rules for

finding a point in the intersection∩Ci , provided such an intersection exists. The sim-

plest example of such update rules is thealternating projectionscheme, defined by the

mapxi+1 = P1 ◦ P2 ◦ · · · ◦ Pn(xi). This approach can be shown to converge to a point in

the intersection when such a point exists and the constraints are convex. However, it is

easy to see that this map is prone to stagnation (fixed points that do not correspond to

solutions) when the constraints are nonconvex.

Finding an iterated projection scheme that uses the efficient convergence properties

of projection-based maps while achieving an efficient search for difficult nonconvex

problems is more challenging. Thedifference map[66] was introduced to solve such

problems in cases where there are only two constraints to be satisfied.

4.2 The difference map

Given two constraintsC1 andC2, their associated projectionsP1 andP2, and an initial

tentative assignmentx0, we are looking for an iterated mapxn+1 = f (xn) that will allow

us to find points inC1∩C2.More specifically, we will require that the knowledge of any

fixed pointof f allows to retrieve a solutions to the problem. Reasonable requirements
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on the mapf , if it is to be useful at finding solutions, are that:

1. f is computationally simple

2. The displacementf (x) − x does not depend on the choice of the origin

3. Fixed points exist if there is a solution

4. All attractive fixed points correspond to solutions of theproblem

5. ‘Near misses’ of the constraint sets are not locally attractive

6. There are at most very few attractive limit cycles that do not correspond to solu-

tions

7. The search process explores a significant fraction of the relevant search space, and

ideally the whole search space, without requiring restarts,

8. The dynamics of the iterated map rapidly ‘finds’ its fixed points

Remarkably, given two constraintsC1 andC2 with their associated projection op-

eratorsP1 and P2 (which are assumed to be simple), the difference map [66] always

satisfies the first four conditions and, in many cases, satisfies all eight. It is defined by

the update rules

xn+1 = f (xn) =xn + β (P1 ( f2(xn)) − P2 ( f1(xn)))

fi(yn) =(1+ γi)Pi(xn) − γixn i = 1,2,
(4.1)

with γ1 = −1/β andγ2 = 1/β. This particular choice of parameters is explained in

section 4.8.1 below and in reference [66]. The parameterβ is usually chosen to be a real

number in[−2,−.5] ∪ [.5,2] . However, the difference map would satisfy the fist four

conditions for arbitrary real or complex values ofβ. More discussion on the choice ofβ

can be found in section 4.8.2
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Figure 4.3: The vector field associated with the alternatingprojection scheme for
an isolated solution, and an isolated near solution. Under asmall per-
turbation, the area surrounding an isolated attractive fixed point re-
mains attractive; therefore the near solution is also attractive.

The solution itself is always a fixed point of this map. It should be emphasized

that the difference map can have many additional fixed points that are not asolution to

the problem, but it is straightforward to verify that for anyfixed pointx∗, P1 ( f2(x∗)) =

P2 ( f1(x∗)) is a solution that can easily be retrieved from the fixed point. The difference

map therefore satisfies condition number 4. The fact that there are typically many fixed

points for each solution is actually crucial to the success of this projection approach to

constraint satisfaction.

If a solution is associated with an isolated, attractive fixed point of the map, an

arbitrary small perturbation of the constraint sets destroying this solution creates an

attractive near solution, violating condition 5 (see Figure 4.3). On the other hand, if there

exists a continuous variety of fixed points associated with asolution, an infinitesimal

perturbation of the constraint sets can turn this fixed points variety into an unstable

variety (see Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: The vector field associated with the difference map for an isolated
solution, and an isolated near solution. The purple dashed line rep-
resents fixed points. A small perturbation of a system with a fixed
point variety can destroy all fixed points, a desirable feature for search
algorithms.

The generalization of the difference map to an arbitrary number of constraints is not

straightforward. Despite this limitation, the difference map was used to solve a variety

of problems. In many cases, difficult problems (such as phase retrieval in diffractive

imaging) are naturally expressed as two constraint problems [66, 67]. Many more prob-

lems involving more than two constraints were reformulatedas two constraint problems

through the introduction of auxiliary variables and solvedusing the difference map [68].

In the following section, we describe an approach to reformulate arbitrary constraint

problems in terms of only two constraints, whose intersection can then be sought using

the difference map.

4.3 Divide and concur

The formulation of a problem in terms of constraints is not unique.
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The divide and concurapproach uses a simple scheme to reformulate many-

constraint problems as problems involving only two constraints in a different search

space. It will therefore be useful to distinguish between different formulations of the

same problem. When applying divide and concur to a particularconstraint problem, we

will refer to the initial constraints asprimary constraints, and to the constraints in the

reformulated problem assecondaryconstraints.

Broadly speaking, the idea is to allow each variable to take multiple values, and

enforceseparatelythat all constraints must be satisfied, and that all variables must have

a single definite value.

More precisely, givenN primaryconstraints expressed as subsets ofK, we first de-

fine the product spaceKN, consisting ofN copies (orreplicas) of K. In this extended

space it is therefore possible to assign a copy of the search space to each primary con-

straint. If the different replicas are allowed to take different values, each constraint can

be satisfied independently of the requirements from other constraints; the problem has

been divided into individual, simple subproblems. Imposing the simultaneous, inde-

pendent satisfaction of all primary constraints in the enlarged space constitutes a (sec-

ondary) constraint, which we call thedivideconstraint. Satisfying the divide constraint

is not enough to solve the initial problem, since this constraint allows variables to take

multiple values. The role of the other secondary constraint, or concurrenceconstraint,

is simply to impose that all copies ofK must be equal. Simultaneous satisfaction of

the ‘divide’ and ‘concur’ constraints yields a solution to the problem. Yet, given pro-

jections to the primary constraints, the projections to thedivide and concur projections

take a particularly simple form. Given an elementy = x(1) ⊕ x(2) ⊕ · · · ⊕ x(N) of KN, the

projections are

PD(y) = P1(x(1)) ⊕ P2(x(2)) ⊕ · · · ⊕ PN(x(N)), (4.2)
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for the divide constraint, and

PC(y) = x̄ ⊕ x̄ ⊕ · · · ⊕ x̄, (4.3)

for the concurrence constraint. This projection replaces the value of each replica by

the average valuēx of all the replicas. In defining the concurrence projection,different

weightsλi may be assigned to different constraints, i.e.,̄x =
∑

i(λix(i))/
∑

i λi .

Note that the extended search space, as defined above, can be unnecessarily and pro-

hibitively large if the problem involves a large number of constraints. In practice, the sat-

isfaction of a constrainti often depends only on variables spanning a subspaceKi of K.

In such a case, the divide and concur search space may be reduced toK1⊕K2⊕ · · ·⊕KN,

with important memory and performance gains. If a variable is involved inNi con-

straints, there will beNi copies, orvariable replicas, of this variable in the reduced

search space. This is illustrated using the factor graph representation in Figure 4.5.

In Figure 4.5(b), each variable from the factor graph (a) wasreplaced by a number of

replicas, all linked by a concurrence constraint. Figures 4.5(c) and (d) are simple rear-

rangements of the rendering of the graph from (b). They illustrate how the individual

primary constraints decouple under the divide constraint,and how the individual con-

currence constraints decouple under the (global) concurrence constraint.

4.3.1 Outline of a divide and concur solver

When solving a problems with theD −C approach, the key conceptual steps are

1. Expressing the problem as a constraint satisfaction problem

2. Defining efficient projection operators to each constraint.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.5: Four equivalent ways of representing the same problem. In these fac-
tor graphs circles represent variables, while squares represent primary
constraints. Triangles represent (secondary) concurrence constraints
for individual variables. A link between a constraint and a variable
indicates that a the satisfaction of the constraint may depend on the
value of the variable. (a) is the factor graph of a problem with three
constraints and five variables. (b), (c) and (d) are different arrange-
ments of the factor graph in the enlarged search space, illustrating: (b)
the relation of the extended space factor graph with the initial factor
graph, (c) the simplicity of the ‘divide’ constraint and (d)the simplic-
ity of the ‘concur constraint
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In an implementation of theD − C approach, the following functions need to be

defined:

1. an initializer, which reads the input, and initializes data structures

2. an iterator, which updates the value of the tentative solution (or iterate) using the

divide and concur projection

3. a concurrence projection operator

4. a divide projection operator, which depends on projection operations to individual

constraints

5. projection operators to the individual constraints.

These projection operators to individual constraints are the only elements which vary

significantly from problem to problem. Implementation notes and/or pseudocode for the

individual projection operators Proji to various constraints are provided in section 4.4.

We provide in the remainder of this section pseudocode for the other three steps, which

are common to all constraint problems.

The choice of the order in which variables are stored in memory may affect the

efficiency of the algorithm, as variables are accessed in specific order by each projection

operator. The choice made in this section is convenient, butnot necessarily optimal.

Variables are simply laid out in a one dimensional array in the order in which they

appear in the problem. If the problem involvesNv variables, and a total number of

variable occurrencesNl , the array has dimensionNl . It is necessary to define two data

structures to keep track of the position of the different occurrences of each variables,

and of the beginning point of each constraint. This is shown in Pseudocode 4.1.
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x =random vector of lengthNl;
B[i]=beginning position of constraint i.B[i] = B[i − 1]+number of variables
involved in constraint i-1;
P[i][ j] = position at which variablei appears for thejth time in the problem;

Pseudocode 4.1: Initialization of D −C

The next step is to define the two fundamental projections in divide and concur. With

our current choice of data structure, the divide constraintaccesses thex array in order.

It is shown in Pseudocode 4.2.

input : I
output: O = projection ofI to the divide constraint
given : number of constraintsNC, positions inx of beginning of constraintsB[i]
while i = 1, . . . ,NC do

O[B[i] : B[i + 1]] = Proji(I [B[i] : B[i + 1]])
endw

Pseudocode 4.2: Divide(I )

In the concurrence constraint, variables are accessed in a different order. In large

problems this can be a cause of slowing down due to cache size limitations. Pseudocode

4.3 illustrates the concurrence constraint.

input : I
output: O = projection ofI to the concurrence constraint
given : P[i][ j], positions of occurrences of variablei in I
for i in 1, . . . ,NV do

a = average of values taken inI by all occurrences of variablei;
for each position p= P[i][ j] where variable i occursdo

O[p] = a
endfor

endfor
Pseudocode 4.3: Concur(I )

Once all projection operators are defined the iterations canbe simply performed

using the difference map update rules. The process is illustrated by Pseudocode 4.4.

The number of iterations needed to find a solution, in the applications we considered

in this dissertation, varied from one (in the case of linear orthogonal constraints) to
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input : initial vectorx
output: search result
given : parameterβ,maximum iteration numberI , error thresholdT
while The number of iterations is smaller than Ido

t = (1+ 1/β) Divide(x) − 1/β x;
xC = Concur(t);
t = (1− 1/β) Concur(x) + 1/β x;
xD = Divide(t);
t = xC − xD;
e= norm(t);
if e< T then

return success: solution is xsol = xD = xC

endif
x = x+ βt;

endw
restart, or;
return no solution found after I iterations

Pseudocode 4.4: Iterating inD −C

many millions. The appropriate choice of a cutoff I therefore depends on the expected

difficulty of the problem, as is the case for most heuristic searchstrategies.

4.3.2 Simple variations on divide and concur

Up until now we described the most straightforward application of the divide and con-

cur strategy, when the problem is to find the intersection ofN independent primary

constraints, which are all enforced independently throughthe divide constraints, and

where the concur constraint is enforcing the concurrence ofthe different replicas of the

variables. However, both the divide and concur constraintscan be given modified roles

to accommodate or simplify the treatment of different problems.

For example, the concurrence constraint can be strengthened to enforce additional

constraints in addition to the variable concurrence. The additional constraint can in-

volve individual variables, for example by requiring that all replicas concur to a binary
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value. The ‘constrained concurrence’ constraint from Section 4.4 has this form. It is

also possible to enforce a more global constraint on the values of the variables, and this

is illustrated in the vertex cover problem in section 5.3.

Many constrained problems in physics are energy minimization problems, where the

energy can be broken down into pair potentials, or few-center potentials. For definite-

ness we will consider only pair potentials here. Finding theminimum energy does not

reduce to the independent minimization of the energy functions of individual pairs as it

is usually not possible to minimize simultaneously all pairenergies. We can neverthe-

less proceed similarly as in divide and concur and introducereplicas for each variable

for each pair potential in which it is involved. The concurrence constraint in this case

ensures as usual that in the solution each variable has a definite position. The divide

constraint cannot be carried in a parallel manner: the energy minimization couples the

different pair terms. However, the use of replicas in this case separates energetics (dealt

with in the divide constraint) from geometrics (dealt with in the concurrence constraint).

We illustrate this by the example of particles interacting via pairwise step potentials in

section 5.5.

4.4 A projection repertoire

In our discussion of the difference map and the divide and concur approaches to con-

straint problems, we treated the projection operators as black boxes taking in a value and

returning the projection to the appropriate constraint. However, it is not always straight-

forward or even possible to define efficient projection operators. Since the efficiency

of the projection operators play a crucial role in the success of the difference map and

divide and concur, it is fortunate that many constraints that are frequently involved in
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Table 4.1: A list of discrete constraint sets in continuous space with efficient projection
operators. Details on the projection operators and their scaling behavior are presented
below.
Name Parameters/Given Input Constraint set

Arbitrary points
S: a set ofm
points inRn x ∈ Rn x ∈ S

Integers x ∈ R x ∈ Z
Binary x ∈ R x ∈ {0,1}
Primes x ∈ R x is prime
Simplex x ∈ Rn x ∈ {0,1}n, ∑ xi = 1
Selectd d ∈ N x ∈ Rn x ∈ {0,1}n, ∑ xi = d
Select at leastd d ∈ N x ∈ Rn x ∈ {0,1}n, ∑ xi > d
Logical OR {si}i=1,...,n ∈ {±1}n x ∈ Rn x ∈ {0,1}n, ∑ si xi > 0

Logical XOR {si}i=1,...,n ∈ {±1}n x ∈ Rn
x ∈ {0,1}n,
∑

si xi ≡ 1 mod 2
Fixed distribution/
permutation {zi}i=1,...,n ∈ Rmn {xi}i=1,...,n ∈ Rmn

{xi} is a permutation
of {zi}

constraint problems have simple projection operators. In this section, we provide multi-

ple examples of such constraints together with implementation notes for the projection

operators. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 provides an overview of the different constraints, Figure

4.6 provides a geometrical illustration of some discrete constraint spaces.

4.4.1 Discrete constraints

Arbitrary points

This is the most general finite discrete constraint set. The constraint setS comprises

m arbitrary points inRn. Given an inputx ∈ Rn, it is always possible to calculate the

distance fromx to each of the points inS, and identifyy, the point inS with minimal

distance tox. The projection ofx ontoS is simplyP(x) = y.

This brute force approach to projection is quite general andscales asO(mn), but
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Figure 4.6: A geometrical representation of discrete constraints on variables
triplets. Dots indicate points in the constraint set. The constraint sets
illustrated are (a) binary (b) logical OR (c) logical XOR (d)select-
at-least-2 (e) select-2 (f) simplex (g) integers (h) fixed distribution (i)
arbitrary positions (d = 3)

not always the most efficient. If the setS has structure, it is often possible to exploit

the structure to achieve a more efficient projection; in most of the constraints discussed

below the implementation of efficient projection operators makes use of the symmetries

of the constraint set.

Even in cases whereS does not possess structure it is often possible to improve a lot

on the brute force approach, by partitioning the spaceRN in multiple regions. Identify-

ing the region in whichx lies reduces the list of candidate candidate nearest points(see

Figure 4.7). An efficient way of partitioning the space is by using k-dimensional (KD)
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Figure 4.7: An example of a partition of space for projectingto a set ofm ran-
domly generated points in the plane. The dark dot representsthe start-
ing point for the projection, and the blue points represent the constraint
set. Separating the space into boxes narrows down the candidate near-
est points in the constraint space. Areas outside the shadedarea, for
example, can be excluded at once without inspection of individual
points, since they are further than one square diagonal fromthe start-
ing point, and the square in which the initial point lies is not empty.
More elaborate partition methods such as KD trees [69] reduce the
cost of individual projections toO(logm) for fixed dimension, once
the initial partition has been set up.

trees [69]. For fixed number of dimensions, building the treestructure costsO(mlogm).

Once the structure is built, every additional projection costs onlyO(logm).

Integer constraint

Rounding, the projection to the set of integersZ, is usually simple to implement. Since

c99, the 1999 revision of the iso c programming language standard, it is implemented in

the math.h library as y=round(x) for doubles, or y=roundf(x) for floats. Previous to c99

rounding of x could be implemented by using floor (x+.5).
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Binary constraint

Projecting to a set of two real numbers (typically{0,1} or {±1}) is useful in many discrete

problems. It is also straightforward to implement. In c, forexample, y=(x>.5) ? 1:0.

Prime number constraint

Finding the nearest prime to a real numberx exactly takes at mostO(x2/3 logα x) com-

putational time andO(x1/3 logβ x log logx) memory space, whereα andβ are constants.

This can be achieved for example by using the prime counting functionπ(x) [70]. How-

ever, it seems likely that methods relying on probabilisticprimality checking [71] could

speed this up considerably.

Simplex constraint

The simplex constraint space contains alln-vectors whose coordinates are permutations

of (1,0,0, · · · ,0) . It is used in problems where a choice has to be made amongstn op-

tions, such as colors in graph coloring problems or numbers in sudoku or Latin squares.

The implementation, which scales as O(n), requires finding the indexi of the maxi-

mum value in the inputx, then defining the outputy using

yj =























1, if i = j

0, otherwise.
(4.4)
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Select-d and select-at-least-d

The select-d and select-at-least-d constraints are a generalization of the simplex con-

straint where more than one choice amongstn are allowed. Their constraint sets are

formed of binaryn-vectors who contain exactlyd or at leastd ones, respectively. They

are used in graph problems such as minimal vertex covers (where d is the number of

selected nodes) and error-correcting codes (whered is the expected number of error

bits).

The projection to these constraints requires findings, the value of thedth largest

element in a list of lengthn. This can be performed, in the typical case, in timeO(n). The

optimal implementation depends on the ratio ofd andn and of the requirements of the

particular application (see chapter 8 in Numerical Recipes[69]). Onces is located, one

can simply loop through the input arrayx and compare each elementxi to s. Depending

on the constraint and on the result of the comparison,yi is then set to 0, or 1.

An implementation for select-d is shown as Pseudocode 4.5.

input : {xi}i,1,...,n
output: {yi}i,1,...,n
S:=dth largest element of{xi};
C := 0;
for i = 1, . . . ,n do

if (xi ≥ S) then
yi = 1;
C = C + 1;

else
yi = 0;

endif
endfor
while C > d do /* If there were many i for which xi = S */

Select ani for which xi = S, and setyi = 0;
C = C − 1.;

endw
Pseudocode 4.5: Projection to select-d constraint
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In this example we had to pay attention to the possibility of ties (i.e., multiple ele-

ments in the constraint set having the same distance to the starting point) since without

the final loop such a tie would have resulted in an erroneous ‘projection’ to a point

outside the constraint set.

Logical OR constraint

The logical OR constraint onn variables requires that each variable takes a value in

{0,1} (or in ±1), with at leastone 1. It is a particular case of the select-at-least-d and is

used particularly in Boolean satisfaction problems and vertex cover problems.

The implementation is straightforward and scales asO(n). One first projects each

element to{0,1}. If all rounded elements are zero, one then finds the indexj of the

largest element ofx and setsyj = 1.

Logical XOR constraint

The logical XOR constraint requires thatn variables take values in{0,1} (or {±1}), with

an odd number of elements taking value 1. It is the basic constraint in XORSAT (the

problem of satisfying simultaneously a number of XOR constraints), and is also used in

decoding low density parity check (LDPC) codes which we will discuss in chapter 5.

The implementation is similar to logical OR. Set the output equal to the projection

of the input on{0,1}d, and find the indexj of the input element closest to 0.5. If the

constraint is not satisfied, change the value ofyj . This scales asO(n).
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Fixed distribution or permutation

The fixed distribution or permutation constraint space contains all arrays that are a per-

mutation of a given set of variable values. In one dimension the projection to this con-

straint simply requires sorting the input. Assuming the setof given valueszi is also

sorted, the outputyj is set tozσ( j), whereσ( j) is the order of the input valuexj in the

sorted list. This can be performed inO(n logn). In arbitrary dimension finding the op-

timal projection is equivalent to a bipartite matching problem and can be solved using

the Hungarian algorithm [72, 73] in timeO(n3).

4.4.2 Continuous constraints

Inequality

The inequality constraint requires a real variable to be larger than a fixed value. It can be

simply coded inc as y=(x>a) ? x:a. More generally, constraints involving inequalities

can usually be implemented by verifying whether they are satisfied and, if not, projecting

to the corresponding equality constraint.

Amplitudes

The amplitude constraint requires that vectors or complex numbers have a specified

amplitudea, with no regard to orientation or complex phase. It is used extensively in

diffraction imaging, where the amplitudes of the diffraction pattern are measured, and

the phases are unknown. It can also be used in the kissing number problem, where the

center of a number of spheres is constrained to the surface ofa central sphere.
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Table 4.2: A list of continuous constraint sets with efficient projection operators. Details
on the projection operators and their scaling behavior are presented below.

Given input Constraint

Inequality a ∈ R x ∈ R x > a
Amplitudes a ∈ R x ∈ Cn or x ∈ Rn ‖x‖ = a
Pair distance I ⊂ R x1, x2 ∈ Rn ‖x1 − x2‖ ∈ I
Concurrence x ∈ Rn xi = xj ∀i, j
Constrained
concurrence I ⊂ R x ∈ Rn

xi = xj ∀i, j,
xi ∈ I

Concurrence
by clusters

numberd
of values x ∈ Rn

Thexi can take
at mostd
different values

Dot product/
Weighted sum

n vectora
real valueb x ∈ Rn a · x = b

Linear equation
m× n matrix A,
m× 1 vectorb x ∈ Rn Ax = b

Linear relation m× n matrix A
x ∈ Rn

y ∈ Rm Ax = y

Hyperplane dimensiond {xi}i=1,...,m ∈ Rm×n

Thexi lie on a
d dimensional
hyperplane

Handedness
specified
handedness {xi}i=1,...,4 ∈ R3×4

Thexi have
the specified
handedness

Fixed distribution/
histogram

Disjoint bins
I1, . . . , Im ⊂ R
Occupations
d1, . . . ,dm

X = {xi}i=1,...,n ∈ Rn

n =
∑

di

bin occupation
numbers are
satisfied:
#(X ∩ I i) = di

Fourier
amplitudes

measured Fourier
amplitudesf ∈ Rn x ∈ Cn ‖F (x)‖ = f

Area d ∈ N x ∈ Rn xi , 0 for d indices

Support
indices
S = {ik}k=1,...,d x ∈ Rn xi = 0 if i < S

Energy in
step potential

step potentials
{φi(r)}i=1,...,m,

EnergyE {xi , yi}i=1,...,m ∈ R2nm ∑

φi(‖xi − yi‖) < E
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The implementation simply requires the calculation of and normalization by the

norm of the vector or complex number:

yi =
axi

‖xi‖

The computational complexity of this projection scales as the dimension ofx.

Pair relative distance/exclusion/contact

For a pair of points, this constraint specifies allowed values for their relative distance. It

comes up in sphere packing problems (section 5.2) and also inprotein structure predic-

tion from from NMR data.

The implementation is simple. One first finds the initial distancer = ‖x1−x2‖. Then

one calculates ˜r , the projection ofr onto the set of allowed distances. If necessary, the

two points are moved along the line joining them to ensure an appropriate distance:

y1 = x1 + (x1 − x2)
r̃ − r
2r
,

y2 = x2 − (x1 − x2)
r̃ − r
2r
.

(4.5)

This scales simply as the number of dimensions in the problem.

Concurrence

This constraint, imposing that a numberm of variables inn dimensions have identi-

cal values, is central to the divide and concur scheme. It is also one of the simplest

constraints to implement:

y =
∑

i λi xi
∑

i λi
,

where theλi are the relative weights of the different variables. This scales asO(mn)
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Constrained concurrence

As mentioned above, it can be desirable to enforce additional constraints on the concur-

rence value of a variable. For example, one might require that a set of variables concur

to adiscretevalue, or to within an intervalI . It is straightforward to show that to achieve

this constrained concurrence projection it suffices to first calculate the concurrence con-

straint as above, then project the resulting value to the additional constraint. This also

scales asO(mn).

Concurrence by clusters

The concurrence constraint imposes thatn variables take a single value. The concur-

rence by clusters imposes that then variables take a specified numberm of different

values, assumingm < n. The problem of projecting to this constraint set has received

considerable attention as it is equivalent to thek-means problem in data clustering ap-

plications. It is usually solved approximately using a variant of Lloyd’s heuristic, which

is usually referred to, somewhat misleadingly, as the k-means method (see, e.g., refer-

ence [74] for a detailed description of Lloyd’s heuristic).In arbitrary dimensions the

use of a heuristic rather than a complete method is usually justified since an exhaustive

search would require the testing of a prohibitively large number (≃ nm/m!) of cluster

assignments.

However, in one dimension, the fact that variables can be ordered reduces consid-

erably the number of configurations to be explored. An approach using this fact was

proposed by Fisher (see, e.g., reference [74]), and uses dynamic programming to ex-

plore efficiently the remaining configurations. The main steps in thisapproach are:
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• Sort the variables to obtain{x0, . . . , xn}, which requiresO(n logn) operations.

• Calculate the cost for all possible clusters. That is, for each contiguous interval

of the sorted variables, determine the total squared distance of the points within

the interval to their mean. There aren(n+ 1)/2 clusters, and the calculation of the

interval distances can be calculated inO(n2) and stored for later use.

• Consider then intervals containingx0. For each such intervalI , find the optimal

bisection point. IfI is to be split into two intervals, this is the splitting pointthat

would lead to the smallest cost for the resulting two intervals. This requires a total

of O(n2) steps.

• Since trisection of an interval can be reduced to two bisections, finding the optimal

trisection of each interval containingx0 now requires onlyO(n2) additional steps.

One can now proceed to calculate optimal divisions into 4,5, . . . ,m intervals, for

a total ofO(n2m) steps.

• Once the optimal division intom intervals has been found, the projection can

be performed by calculating the average of the points lying in each interval and

replacing all values by the average of the corresponding interval.

The complete process therefore takesO(n2m) time. This is much more efficient than

a brute force approach but can still be more demanding than a heuristic approach such

as Lloyd’s approach.

Dot product or weighted sum

The dot product or weighted sum constraint is a simple particular case of the linear

equation constraint, below. Given a vectora and a targetb, this constraint states that

a · x = ∑

i ai xi = b. The projection ofx onto this constraint isP(x) = x + λa, with
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λ = (b− a · x)/a · a). In the case of a sum with uniform weight, this projection displaces

each variable by the same amount.

Linear equation

The optimal implementation of the projection to the solution of a linear equationAx = b

depends on the matrix dimension (m× n) and sparseness.

In the general case, one can calculate the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverseA+ of the

matrix A. The projectiony is then given by

y = (1− (A+A))x + A+b.

Since the pseudoinverse (andA+A) only has to be calculated once and can then be

reused for each iteration, this approach requiresO(mn) operations per iteration, in the

limit of a large number of iterations.

When the matrixA is sparse, it can be preferable to use conjugate gradient min-

imization [69] rather than the pseudoinverse approach, since the pseudoinverse of a

sparse matrix is not necessarily sparse. IfA is not square, as will be the case for typical

underdetermined systems, one can for example apply the conjugate gradient method on

the normal equationATAx = ATb. If A has full rank, a solution to the normal equation

is also a solution toAx = b. Another option is to use the biconjugate gradients (see also

reference [69]).

The solution found by the conjugate gradient method with starting pointx0 is indeed

a projection ofx0 to the constraint space defined byAx = b. This can be verified

by checking that for each iteration of the conjugate gradient method, the displacement
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vector is orthogonal to vectors in the nullspace ofA, and therefore to the constraint set.

Linear relation

A particular case of a linear equation constraint, used extensively in Elser, Rankenburg,

and Thibault [68], occurs when two sets of variablesx and y are related by a linear

equationAx = y, with A an m× n matrix. This could be treated as a linear equation

of the form Bz = 0 by making a composite vector ofx andy, and solving the linear

equation

(A,−I )























x

y























= 0, (4.6)

using the methods described above for the linear equation constraint. This can be sim-

plified by the observation that the distance between the initial pointsx andy and points

x̃ andỹ satisfying the constraint is

d2 = (x−x̃)2+(y−ỹ)2 = (x−x̃)2+(y−Ax̃)2 = x̃T
(

ATA+ I
)

x̃−2(xT−yTA)x̃+ f (x, y). (4.7)

Minimizing this quadratic form with respect tõx through conjugate gradients yields

the projection to the constraint set. The scaling behavior of this projection depends

on the sparsity of theA matrix. The number of iterations will be at mostO(n), and

the number of steps per iteration scales as the number of nonzero elements ofA. For

this projection, it is usuallynot necessary to enforce strict convergence of the conju-

gate gradient search, as each iteration of the conjugate gradient provides a point on the

constraint set. A lack of convergence results in a map to the constraint set that is not pre-

cisely a projection. This is to be contrasted with the linearconstraint projection, where

convergence is necessary to ensure that the final point lies on the constraint set.
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Hyperplane

This constraint applies tom vectors{x j} j=1,...,m in n dimension and requires that all vec-

tors must lie in ad dimensional hyperplane. The projection to this constraintcan be

separated in three parts: determining the centroid of the cloud of points formed by the

{xi}, determining the orientation of the distance-minimizing hyperplane, and projecting

the{xi} onto this plane.

The hyperplane must go through the centroid〈x j〉 of the {x j} : since the constraint

set is invariant with respect to uniform translations, the centroid of the projected vectors

〈y j〉, is equal to the centroid of the input vectorx. This being established, we can trans-

late all vectors so that〈x j〉 = 0 and proceed to determine the directions along which

of the cloud formed by the{xi} is ‘thinnest’. For convenience we will parametrize the

hyperplane byn− d vectors{vi}i,1,...,n−d orthogonal to the hyperplane and to each other,

and minimize the projection distance with respect to these directions. The total squared

distanceD2 between{x j} and{y j} is therefore simply

D2 =

m
∑

j=1

n−d
∑

i=1

(x j · vi)
2 =

m
∑

j=1

n−d
∑

i=1

n
∑

k=1

(x j,kvi,k)
2 =

m
∑

j=1

n−d
∑

i=1

n
∑

k,ℓ=1

(vi,ℓx j,ℓ)(x j,kvi,k). (4.8)

Now takingM kℓ =
∑M

j=1 x j,kx j,ℓ and switching to matrix notation, equation (4.8) is

simplyD2 =
∑N−d

i=1 vT
i Mv i. Since thevi have unit norm andM is a real symmetric matrix,

thevi can be taken to be the eigenvectors corresponding to theN − d smallest eigenval-

ues ofM . Degeneracies would correspond to a tie between distance-minimizing points,

and are expected to happen infrequently as they form a set of measure zero. As dis-

cussed above, the particular choice of a tie-breaking mechanism does not seem to affect

algorithmic performance and can be done in whichever manneris most convenient.

Once thevi have been determined, the projection can be carried straightforwardly

by takingy j = x j −
∑N−d

i=1 x j · vi .
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A very straightforward implementation of this projection would therefore require

O(N2M) to build M . Findingall eigenvalues and eigenvectors ofM can be achieved in

O(N3). In many cases only a subset of the eigenvectors is needed and the computation

can be made faster (see, e.g., reference [69].

Handedness

When trying to reconstruct the structure of a molecule, information about relative dis-

tances between atoms can be complemented by information about the handedness of

segments of the molecule. This information is necessary in distinguishing a molecular

configuration from its mirror image, and also helps constrain the search at the scale of

the considered segments.

The handedness of a set of four points{xi}i=0,...,3 can be calculated from the sign of

the determinant of the vectors{xi − x0}i=1,...,3. The transition between right- and left-

handedness occurs when this determinant is zero, that is, when the{xi} are coplanar.

To implement a projection to (say) right-handedness, one can first check whether the

initial points are right-handed, otherwise project the points to the nearest hyperplane, as

described above.

If one is given information about the magnitude of the determinant, one might have

to choose between projecting exactly to the weaker constraint on the sign of the deter-

minant, or projecting approximately to the more stringent constraint, for example by

using linear combinations of the initial position and the projection to the hyperplane.

The optimal choice might depend on how overdetermined the problem at hand is.
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Fixed distribution /histogram

The distribution or histogram constraint requires values in an array of lengthn to follow,

at least approximately, a given distribution. This distribution can be specified by an

exact list of values{zi}i=1,...,n, in which case the constraint set is discrete and formed by

all the permutations of the{zi}. It can also be specified by a number of disjoint bins, with

specifications on the number of elements that have to lie in each bin.

Fixed distribution or histogram constraints can apply for example to the noise in a

measurement when the statistics of the noise are known. In such a case, the distribu-

tion of noise values will typically be one dimensional. The expected distribution can be

approximated by an expected histogram. The implementationof the projection simply

requires sorting the input, assigning the lowest element tothe lowest bin of the expected

histogram, and keep filling up the lowest unfilled bins with the lowest remaining ele-

ments. The procedure scales asO(n logn).

As with the discrete case, the projection is equivalent to anassignment problem. In

dimensionm > 1 this assignment problem can be solved inO(n3) using the Hungarian

algorithm. This requires finding the distance between each point and each bin, a process

that scales in the worst case asO(n2m).

Fourier amplitude

The Fourier amplitude constraint was used in many diffraction imaging applications, and

was therefore discussed in [66, 75]. Given a complex-valuedarray of lengthn, this con-

straint specifies the magnitudes of theFourier transformof the array. The two key obser-

vations leading to efficient projection to this constraint are that distances are preserved

by the Fourier transform, and that the fast Fourier transform (FFT) provides efficient
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translation between real and Fourier space. A projection can therefore be implemented

by going to Fourier space, projecting to the amplitude constraint, and transforming back

to real space, the whole procedure scaling asO(n logn).

This procedure can be applied to any constraint formulated in Fourier space, or in

any space related to real space by a metric-preserving transformation that is both easy to

compute and to invert. Examples of such transformations include the discrete wavelet

transform [69] and, more generally, all orthonormal lineartransforms.

Support

The support constraint is used on the pixel values of images in diffraction imaging. It

requires that the pixel values be zero outside a finite, knownregion calledsupport. The

constraint set is a hyperplane obtained by setting variables outside the support to zero.

The implementation is straightforward:

yi =























xi , if i is inside the support

0, otherwise.
(4.9)

This scales asO(n) or, if it is performed in place, asO(n−m), wherem is the dimension

of the support.

Fixed area

This constraint on arrays of lengthn is a weaker version of the support constraint and

is also used in diffraction imaging. It requires that only a finite number of variables

have nonzero values, without specifying which variables. The implementation involves

sorting the pixel value amplitudes, and setting the output values corresponding to the
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smallest amplitudes to zero. It is very similar to that of thediscrete select-d constraint,

above. It also scales asO(n) in the typical case.

Energy in a step potential

The problem of finding low energy states of a set ofn particles interacting through

pairwise potentials can be broken down into two constraints, one of which is equivalent

to a constraint specifying the maximal the total energyET of n(n−1)/2 independent pairs

of particles. This constraint is easy to satisfy (provided the potentials are simple), but the

projection to this constraint requires figuring out how to minimally displace the particles

to reach the target energy. Because of this, it is not possibleto treat each pair separately,

as with constraints in the usual divide and concur approach.However, for some choices

of pair potentials this energy projection is nevertheless rather straightforward. The step

potential is one of them:

Vi j (r) =







































∞, if r < r0

−|a|, if r0 < r < r1

0, otherwise.

(4.10)

Because this potential can take only two finite values, the energy constraint amounts

to specifying that at least|ET/a| pairs have distance betweenr0 andr1. The projection

to this constraint is very similar to that of the area constraint or the select-d constraint:

it suffices to sort the pair distances and make sure that the|ET/a| closest pairs are at a

distancer betweenr0 andr1. Calculating all the pair distances scales asO(mn).
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4.5 Symmetries and projections

A feature common to most of the constraints in the previous section is the existence

of simple symmetries of the constraint set. The most commonly featured are transla-

tional symmetry (in all linear constraints) and rotation symmetry (as in the amplitude

constraint or the pairwise exclusion constraint). Discrete constraints such as reflection

and discrete rotation symmetry are present in most discreteconstraints discussed. More

subtle symmetries occur for example in the Fourier amplitude constraint: in this case,

the symmetry is a local gauge invariance in Fourier space. This situation is reminiscent

of integrable Hamiltonian systems, where the presence of symmetries is related to the

existence of conserved quantities (through Noether’s theorem), and to analytical solv-

ability of the Hamiltonian. It would be interesting to find whether there is an equivalent,

for projection operators, to the relation between symmetryand solvability in Hamilto-

nians. If this is the case, one might consider a systematic classification of constraint

sets in terms of their symmetry groups (or conserved quantities), similarly to what is

done for integrable Hamiltonians. There is considerable literature on the classification

of integrable Hamiltonians. Some of our work on this topic was presented in References

[76, 77]. For a recent review see, e.g., Reference [78].

4.6 Constraints without simple projection operators

Many of the constraints listed in the previous section are ideal for use with iterated pro-

jection schemes: exact projection operators for these constraints are efficient and easy to

implement. However, many constraints do not have such simple projection operators. In

this section we discuss how many such constraints can nevertheless be accommodated

in the iterated projection framework.
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In many cases the optimal approach might simply be to use approximate projection

operators. As long as the approximate operator returns a value within the constraint set,

many of the desirable properties of the difference map are maintained. In particular,

fixed points are still guaranteed to lead to solutions.

It is useful at this point to emphasize the fact that the intuition behind the difference

map is based on the behavior of the search process near the solution. An operator that

approximates the projection operator when applied to a point near the constraint will not

only guarantee that fixed points may be retrieved from solutions, but also that most of

the convergence properties of the difference map will be maintained.

Many approximate projection operators can therefore be defined simply by follow-

ing a greedy approach such as steepest descent or conjugate gradients towards the in-

dividual constraint set. The landscape in which the steepest descent is performed can

be any cost function that is zero at the boundary of the constraint set. An example ap-

plication of this method would be to variables obeying an arbitrary relation of the form

y = f (x). If f is linear the conjugate gradient method can solve this problem exactly. If

f is nonlinear the conjugate gradient can still be used to greedily minimize the squared

distance

d2 = (x − x̃)2
+ (y − ỹ)2

= (x − x̃)2
+ (y − f (x̃))2 . (4.11)

Greedy minimization (i.e., minimization by steepest descent) of the squared distance

does not guarantee that a global minimum of the distance has been found. However,

the local minima guarantees that the vector joining the starting point (x, y) to the local

minima (xm, ym) is orthogonal to the surface of the constraint set.

Another example of an efficient greedy approach is Lloyd’s heuristic, also known

as thek-means method, discussed earlier in the context of the concurrence by cluster
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constraint. This clustering problem has received considerable attention, and is now

rarely solved using complete methods; the greedy approach is probably sufficient in

mostD −C applications.

4.7 Characterizing the search process

We have so far explained the motivation and the definition of the difference map. In

the next chapter we will provide examples of the applications of the difference map

and divide and concur to constraint satisfaction problems,and show how they can lead

to very efficient heuristics for solving some difficult constraint satisfaction problems.

Readers interested mostly in applications are encouraged toproceed immediately to the

next chapter. In this and the next sections we will be interested mostly in understanding

the dynamics of the search process itself.

We are currently lacking a thorough understanding of the global search properties

of iterated projection-based solvers. Most of our understanding of the search process is

based on the ‘local’ properties of the maps or, more precisely, on properties of the maps

for linearized constraints. In this section we delve deeperinto the search procedure itself

and describe different intuitive approaches to understanding the search process.

Empirical evidence has shown that attractive limit cycles do exist for the difference

map in problems of low dimensionality, particularly in 2 dimensions (see Figure 4.8).

When they occur, limit cycles can cause the search to fail. However, such limit cycles

were rarely identified in higher dimensional problems. The dimension of the search

space therefore appears to be an important factor in the success of iterated projection-

based search strategies.
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Figure 4.8: An example of a success and a failure of the difference map in few
dimensions. One constraint space is the points on the red line, the
second constraint set is the union of the blue points. The fixed points
corresponding to the solution are indicated by a purple dashed line.
The orange points correspond to the trajectory of the difference map
with β = 1, and the arrows indicate the magnitude and direction of the
displacement vector.

There are many ways in which a high dimensional search space can affect the search

behavior. The existence of ‘accidental’ stable limit cycles in high dimension is made less

likely simply by the high number of directions in which the iterate can ‘escape’ the limit

cycle. The extra dimensions also provide more opportunities for independent constraints

to be orthogonal; the likelihood that two randomly selectedvectors are approximately

orthogonal increases rapidly with the dimension of the vectors. Since the parameters of

the difference map were optimized for orthogonal constraints, thischoice of parameters

might become a better choice, on average, in high dimensions.

A larger dimensional space can also be challenging since more dimensions also

mean more space to explore. If the dimension of the target (i.e., the space of fixed

points) grows with the dimension of the search space, this might not be a major prob-

lem. An indication of the difficulty of the problem can be obtained by comparing the

dimension of the fixed point variety to that of the space effectively explored by the search
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process.

4.7.1 Dimension of the space of fixed points

When two constraintsC1 andC2 are orthogonal linear spaces, the dimension of their

space of fixed points is simply the codimension of the space spanned by the constraints.

In discrete (or Boolean) problems, where the primary constraint sets consists of the

union of isolated points, the divide constraint has dimension 0, while the concur con-

straint has dimensionNv (the number of variables). The set of fixed points thus has

dimensionN − Nv, whereN is the dimension of the search space. In this case, the in-

crease in the number of dimensions resulting from the use of divide and concur (from

Nv to N) is compensated exactly by the increase in the number of dimensions of the set

of fixed points!

4.7.2 Dimension of the effective search space

A typical successfulD−C search process, when monitored by the size of the difference

vector (orerror), can be broadly separated in three parts (see Figure 4.9). The first

part resembles a transient relaxation mode, where the errordecreases steadily from a

relatively high starting point. The second part resembles asearch mode, where the

error fluctuates (sometimes very strongly), but without anyapparent systematic progress

in the error. The last stage is usually the abrupt decrease ofthe error as the search

converges to a fixed point. In easier problems the second stage is usually not observed

as the progress towards a fixed point is more or less systematic. However, in difficult

problems, most of the time is spent ‘searching.’
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It would therefore be useful to characterize the dimension of the space explored in

the search mode. This ‘explored space’ cannot be strictly speaking described as an at-

tractor, as the iteration will in many cases eventually reach a fixed point. However, it

is often possible to modify only slightly the problem in order to make it unsatisfiable

(or unsat). The search process in the unsat problem is quite similar tothat of the initial

problem - a statistically different search behavior would imply that the search process

somehow already knows that a solution exists while in the searching mode. The un-

sat problem, on the other hand, does have a well-defined, nontrivial attractor, and the

dimension of this attractor corresponds to the dimension ofthe effective search space

explored in the original problem. Numerical simulations can provide an idea of the size

of the search space (see, e.g., reference [68]). However, wecan use a contracting prop-

erty of the difference map to obtain a simple upper bound to the effective dimension of

the search space.

4.7.3 Continuity and contraction

The difference map is not a continuous map as its building blocks, theprojection opera-

tors, are themselves not continuous. However all projection operators considered in this

work are at least continuousby parts. As a results, the difference map itself is continuous

by parts, and one can think of the vector field defined by the difference map as a collec-

tion of domains within which the map is continuous, separated by discontinuity walls.

For simplicity we will consider problems where one constraint is linear with dimension

Nv (the concurrence constraint), and one constraint is discrete (the divide constraint). An

example of such a problem, discussed in Section 5.1, is Boolean satisfaction, or kSAT.

For such problems the behavior in individual cells is quite simple: all points in a cell

are mapped to the same hyperplane of codimensionNv. That is to say that the effective
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search space in this case is contained within a large but finite collection of hyperplanes

of dimensionNlits − NV. The dimension of the search space is therefore smaller than

or equal to the dimension of the space of fixed points. Furthermore, the displacement

parallel to the hyperplane is the same for all points in the cell. After the one iteration

that brings all points to the same hyperplane, all points within a cell will have the same

displacement vector as long as they are still within the cell. A small neighborhoodV

of a point in the search space will therefore be projected onto successive planes, a non-

expanding operation, as long as the image ofV does not straddle the boundary of two

cells. If the image does encounter a boundary, the next iteration will split the image into

two disconnected regions that might then be taken to different parts of the search space.

By successive divisions the image ofV can therefore become well distributed in space

even though itsd-volume can only remain constant or decrease. Thed-volume is sim-

ply the volume ind dimensions: a flat surface in three dimension has 3-volume 0,but a

2-volume equal to its area. Any object with nonzero 3-volumehas infinite 2-volume.

4.7.4 Low dimensional runtime monitors of the search process

The problems considered in this work are all high dimensional in nature, and this com-

plicates data visualization. In some cases, particularly in imaging applications, this

visualization can be achieved rather naturally by plottingthe current value of the iterate.

Such plotting can be computationally demanding, especially if done regularly, and is not

always very informative. In this section we describe low-dimensionalmonitors, that is,

quantities that can calculated easily and provide information on the state of the search.

The most important such monitor is the magnitude of the vector P1( f2) − P2( f1).

Since this vector can be represented as a line joining the twoconstraints, its magnitude
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Figure 4.9: A typical error plot for a successful run of the difference map showing
(a) a steady decrease in the magnitude of the error, (b) a ‘search mode’
where the error fluctuates but does not decrease systematically, and (c)
an abrupt decrease in the error magnitude when converging tothe so-
lution. This error plot was generated while decoding error-correcting
codes (see section 5.4, below).

(which we refer to as theerror) provides an indication of how far the two constraints are

from each other in the explored area. A typical progression of the error as a function of

the iteration count is shown on Figure 4.9.

An error of zero, or less than a suitably small threshold, indicates that a fixed point

and a solution have been found. This is often used as a termination criteria for the search

process. The error also provides a computationally inexpensive monitoring of the search

process. For example the average size of the error during thesearch provides an indica-

tion of how close the constraints are in the explored area of search space. A persistent

change in the average value of the error during the search might indicate a significant

change in the space explored by the iterate. Comparing the size of the variations of

the error to the mean error can be used as a thoroughly unrigorous indication of the

ergodicity of the search.

In divide and concur, one can also keep track of thenumberof unsatisfied con-
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straints, rather than the error related to the Euclidean distance between the constraints.

This can be achieved by keeping track of the number of constraints that required vari-

able change during the divide projection. It can also be achieved by testing the result of

the concurrence projection for satisfaction of the individual constraints. This way, one

obtains an ‘unsatisfaction count’ for an actual configuration of the system, with only one

value per variable. In cases where the variables are discrete (or Boolean), one can round

the result of the concurrence projection before evaluatingthe constraints. If the number

of violated constraints reaches zero, the problem has been solved and the search can be

interrupted. Note that this can happen even if the error is nonzero, but always happens

if the error reaches 0. If the cost of evaluating the number ofunsatisfied constrained is

low enough, this can be used as an efficient termination criteria. We used this criterion,

for example, in the random Boolean satisfaction problem discussed in section 5.1, since

the search sometimes reached limit cycles (with nonzero error) even though no unsat

constraints remained.

A third monitor is the number of variables that get updated ateach iteration. The

same error can result from multiple variables changing a little or from a few variables

changing a lot. In the random 3SAT problem, it was observed that only a small fraction

of the variables got updated at each iteration, and that thisfraction grew smaller as

problem size increased. Such information might be useful not only in understanding the

search process, but also in implementing efficient code taking advantage of the sparse

update structure.
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4.8 Optimizing iterated searches

4.8.1 The difference map, and parameter optimization

When the difference map is applied to two constraintsC1 and C2, the displacement

vector is proportional to the difference between a point onC1 and a point onC2. This

important difference feature, which gives its name to the difference map, ensures that

to each fixed point of the map corresponds to an intersection of the constraints. In this

section we explain how requiring this feature leads to the difference map, equation 4.1.

Given the projectionsP1 andP2 associated withC1 andC2, we define the map

xn+1 = xn + β
(

P1
[

f2(xn)
] − P2

[

f1(xn)
])

. (4.12)

whereβ is an arbitrary real or complex parameter. This map has the difference feature

for arbitrary functionsf1 and f2.We first take these functions to be linear combinations

of x, P1(x) andP2(x) :

f1(x) = a11P1(x) + a12P2(x) + a13x,

f2(x) = a21P1(x) + a22P2(x) + a23x.
(4.13)

Because projections depend only on the distance between the starting point and the

constraint set, coordinate changesM that leave distances invariant (such as rotations and

translations) also leave the projections invariant, in thesense that̃Pi(Mx) = MP1(x),

whereP̃i is the projection operator in the transformed coordinate system. This ensures

that thefi are invariant under rotationsR: f̃i(Rx) = R fi(x), where f̃i is f evaluated in the

rotated frame. However, equations 4.13 do not guarantee that the fi are also invariant

under translations T of the coordinate system. Indeedf̃i(Tx) = (
∑

j ai j )T fi(x).

To ensure that translations of the coordinate system do not affect the search process,
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we therefore require

∑

j

ai j = 1, i = 1,2. (4.14)

Moreover, we require that the search be efficient in the simple case of orthogonal

linear constraints. In this case the search spaceK can be separated in orthogonal spaces

K = K1 + K2 + K⊥. Points inK can similarly be decomposed:x = x1 + x2 + x⊥. We

choose coordinates so that the constraints are expressed as

C1 = {Y1 + 0+ b | Y1 ∈ K1} ,

C2 = {0+ Y2 + 0 | Y2 ∈ K2} ,
(4.15)

whereb is a constant element ofK⊥. The constraints intersect at the origin if and only

if b = 0. After one iteration,x is mapped onto

x1
[

1+ β (a21+ a23)
]

+ x2
[

1− β (a12+ a13)
]

+ x⊥ + b. (4.16)

The perpendicular component is incremented, after each iteration, byb. If b , 0,

this eventually leads the iterate away from the local minimain the distance between the

constraints. Ifb = 0, on the other hand, the perpendicular component is fixed, so that

all points inK⊥ are fixed points. Actually, the whole ofK can be fixed if one adjusts the

parameters such thata12 = −a13 anda22 = −a23. However, just as having an arbitrary

small nonzerob is enough to turn the fixed point varietyK⊥ into an unstable manifold,

small departures from linearity or orthogonality might destroy most of these fixed points

and leave no guarantee that the remaining fixed points are locally attractive, even when

the constraints are still intersecting.

On the other hand, the choicea21+a23 = 1−a22 = −1/β anda12+a13 = 1−a11 = 1/β

ensures that in one iteration all points are mapped to fixed points inK⊥. Small deviations

from orthogonality in this case will leaveK⊥ fixed and attractive. The optimal choice of
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the relative size ofa21 vs a23 anda12 vs a13 cannot be deduced from the optimization of

linear constraints. For simplicity, the difference map usesa12 = a21 = 0. It is possible

that different choices result in better search behavior in many applications.

If smooth constraints can always be approximated by a linearspace near the solution,

not all constraints are approximately orthogonal near the solution. In most cases where

the constraints are independent and of low dimension relative to the search space (i.e.

dimC1 + dimC2 < dimK), the constraints will be orthogonal to a good approximation,

and the parameter choice described above is justified.

Information on the ensemble from which the constraints are drawn can be used to

refine the choice of parameters, and this has been done in [75]. However, this involves

significant problem-dependant development, and in all applications discussed below the

choice of parameters described above was made, resulting inthe difference map as pre-

sented above:

xn+1 = f (xn) =xn + β (P1 ( f2(xn)) − P2 ( f1(xn))) ,

fi(yn) =(1+ γi)Pi(xn) − γixn, i = 1,2,

with γ1 = −1/β andγ2 = 1/β.

4.8.2 Optimizingβ

The optimization procedure described in the previous section does not specify the mag-

nitude nor the sign forβ. However, in many applications, the choice ofβ strongly affects

the search performance. For most applications optimal values ofβ have magnitude be-

tween.5 and 1.4. In some cases, optimal performance can only be achieved by carefully

adjustingβ (see, e.g., section 5.1). This is quite similar to the behavior of stochastic lo-

cal searches, where performance depends sensitively on thebalance between greediness
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and randomness [79].

The determination of the optimal choice ofβ, in the applications discussed in chap-

ter 5, was achieved through experimentation. One strategy is to optimizeβ for small,

tractable problems and assume that the optimal value ofβ depends weakly on problem

size. Another approach is to try to estimate, from the early behavior of runtime monitors

(see section 4.7.4), whichβ produces the most efficient search. Both these approaches

require rather strong assumptions, and the experimentation with different values ofβwas

one of the most time consuming parts of the problem-specific development for these ap-

plications. Obtaining a priori information on the optimal value ofβ, or a criterion to

optimizeβ dynamically during the search process would be quite useful. Adaptive pro-

cedures for the noise parameter have been proposed for stochastic local searches such

as (see, e.g., reference [79]) and might be a source of inspiration for a similar

procedure for the difference map.

Onea priori criterion for the optimization ofβ can be obtained from an extension of

the procedure described in section 4.8.1. In section 4.8.1 we have found values of the

γi that ensure that the difference map converges to a fixed point in a single iteration for

linear orthogonal constraints. Similarly, we can find a value for β which ensures that

errors due to slight non-orthogonality of the constraints is minimized.

To describe a pair of nearly orthogonal linear spacesL1 andL2, we first define the

spaceL⊥ orthogonal to bothL1 andL2.We then define the spaceL̃2, orthogonal to both

L1 andL⊥. L̃2 is therefore nearly parallel toL2. A basis of forL2 can then be written as

{yi}i=1,...,d2 = {ỹi+ǫivi}i=1,...,d2, whered2 is the dimension ofL2, theǫi are small parameters,

andỹi andvi are unit vectors iñL2 andL1, respectively. We can now decompose arbitrary

vectors in orthogonal components:x = x1 + x̃2 + x⊥.
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Restricting ourselves to maps which are of second order in theprojection operators,

we use the fact that the constraints are linear and the projections idempotent to write the

most general map based on projectionsP1 andP2 as

xn+1 = a00x + a01P1(x) + a02P2(x) + a12P1(P2(x)) + a21P2(P1(x)). (4.17)

To linear order in theǫi , we find

x = x1 + x̃2 + x⊥ (4.18)

P1(x) = x1 (4.19)

P2(x) = x̃2 +
∑

i

ǫi (x · vi) yi +
∑

i

ǫi (x · yi) vi (4.20)

P1(P2(x)) =
∑

i

ǫi (x · yi) vi (4.21)

P2(P1(x)) =
∑

i

ǫi (x · vi) yi (4.22)

Requiring that this map reaches fixed pointx⊥ after one iteration for orthogonal

constraints (ǫi = 0) imposesa00 = −a01 = −a02 = 1. Requiring that all terms linear inǫi

vanish imposesa12 = a21 = −a02. This leaves us with the map

xn+1 = x − P1(x) − P2(x) + P1(P2(x)) + P2(P1(x). (4.23)

Note that this map, which minimizes the error due to slight non-orthogonality of the

constraints, corresponds to a path similar to the Z-box, theintegration path chosen to

minimize error in the effective pair potential calculations (see Figure 4.10)

We have not yet imposed that this map has the difference property. Thanks to the

linearity of the constraints, this can be achieved simply, for example by writing

xn+1 = x + P1 (P2(x) − x) − P2 (x − P1(x)) . (4.24)
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Figure 4.10: (top) Three estimates of the position of the intersection of constraints 1
and 2, illustrated by a blue and red line, respectively. Starting from pointx, we have
Γ1 : P2(P1(x)), Γ2 : P1(x) + P2(x) − x, Γ3 : P1(P2(x)). (bottom) Linear combination
of the three estimates that ensures optimal cancellation oferrors when the constraints
are nearly orthogonal. The corresponding paths are identical to those resulting from
parameter path integral formalism in Section 3 (see, in particular, Figure 2.10).

This map has the difference property and converges rapidly to a fixed point for con-

straints which are linear spaces and are approximately orthogonal. It corresponds to the

limiting case of the difference map withβ → 0. If it is applied to constraints which

are not linear spaces, it has the serious drawback that it then depends on the choice of

the origin. The difference map with very smallβ does not depend on the choice of the

origin, and according to this analysis would be the best choice to ensure rapid conver-
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gence for nearly orthogonal constraints. The fact that empirically observed optimalβ

are usually closer to 1 than to 0 indicates that other factorsplay an important role in

determining the efficiency of the difference map search.

4.8.3 Optimization of divide and concur

The optimization procedures mentioned above were performed with generic applica-

tions of the difference map in mind. Optimal parameter choices for divide andconcur

might be different from those determined for such generic difference map applications.

In particular, the divide and concur constraints are not random linear constraints, and

the orthogonal assumption fails for a small number of constraints. For a set ofNC inter-

secting orthogonal linear primary constraints, the minimal angleθDC between the divide

and concur constraints is given by cosθ = 1/
√

N unless all primary constraints are dis-

crete, in which case the divide and concur constraints are indeed orthogonal. This can be

demonstrated by considering the dot product between arbitrary vectors satisfying the di-

vide constraint,XD = x1⊕x2⊕· · ·⊕xN and the concur constraintXC = x̄⊕x̄⊕· · ·⊕x̄.Using

the orthogonality of the primary constraints, one can decomposex̄ in components paral-

lel to the different constraints, or orthogonal to all constraints:x̄ = x̄1+ x̄2+ · · ·+ x̄N+ x̄⊥.

We also need to definex =
∑

xi and the angleθxx̄ betweenx andx̄.

The angleθDC betweenXD andXC is given by

cosθDC =
XD · XC

|XD| |XC|

=

∑

i xi · x̄i√
N |x̄| |x1 + x2 + · · · + xN|

=
1√
N

x · x̄
|x| |x̄| =

1√
N

cosθxx̄.

(4.25)
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Sincex and x̄ are arbitrary, they can be chosen to be parallel, yielding a maximum

value of 1 for cosθxx̄, and of 1/
√

N for cosθDC. The only exception occurs if the divide

constraint has dimension 0, implying |XD| = 0. In this case, the divide constraint is a

single point, the divide and concur constraints are by definition orthogonal.

The orthogonal approximation is therefore valid for continuous constraints only in

the limit where the number of constraints is large.

Another feature of the divide and concur approach not sharedby generic difference

map applications is that the concurrence constraint is always linear, unless additional

constraints are added onto the concurrence constraint. Forthis reason one can set for

example the parametera12 to zero without loss of generality.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the divide and concur scheme allows one to

adjust easily the relative importance of the different constraints, by introducing weights

in the concurrence projection.

Optimizing the weights in divide and concur

As mentioned in sections 4.3, the concurrence projection individe and concur comes

with its own lot of adjustable parameters, as one is free to adjust the relative weights

λi of each constraint when taking the average over replicas. Interestingly, changing

the weights in this context is equivalent to changing the metric of the search space.

Giving more weight to a constraint is equivalent to increasing the metric for the variables

involved in it, which makes the volume of the constraint set for this constraint larger.

There is little hope here to obtain a general strategy to assign optimal weightsa

priori ; this optimal choice may depend strongly on the particular position of the iterate
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in the search space. An example of this is the disk packing problem discussed in section

5.2.1 below. In this problem, all constraints are formally equivalent, yet during the

search some constraints become effectively irrelevant to the optimal next move.

However we will show that dynamical updating schemes for theweights are quite

useful in finding dense disk packings. Our efforts therefore focused on finding adaptive

methods and heuristics for determining the optimal weights. The idea here is to adjust

the metric to the current searching conditions, but to adjust it slowly enough so that the

desirable convergence properties of the difference map are not affected.

Adjusting the weights can achieve two goals. First, irrelevant constraints can be

effectively discarded and their contribution neglected, while still keeping track of them

in case they become important again as the search continues.Second, constraints that

are consistently violated during the search process can be given extra weight, making

their immediate satisfaction more important and asking more change from constraints

that might have more ‘slack’ available.

A simple way to achieve this is to increment the weight of a constraint by a con-

stant value each time a constraint is violated (i.e., each time the divide projection has a

nontrivial effect on the variables involved). Another strategy is to make the weight of

a constraint proportional to the norm of the total displacement vector of the variables

involved in the constraint. In sphere packing problems, we found it more efficient to

set the weight in proportion to the exponential of the amountby which a constraint is

violated (see section 5.2.1).

The choice of the weight updating scheme has significant impact on performance

for disk packing problems. However, none of the weight update schemes we applied

to the random Boolean satisfaction (kSAT) problem resulted in performance improve-
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ments. Obtaining a general criterion, or even a heuristic, for determining the optimal

reweighting strategy would be quite useful.

4.8.4 Preconditioning

For all applications of divide and concur discussed in this dissertation, the search was

initiated at a random position in the search space. In this section we discuss possible

simple ways of choosing the initial conditions that might improve search performance.

The simplest approach would be to initiate the search from a random position, but

proceed with a number of greedy steps to get the iterate near the constraints before using

divide and concur or the difference map. The idea in this case being that the machinery

of the difference map, useful in avoiding local minima, might not be themost efficient

in the approach phase of the search process.

A more intriguing possibility would be to initiate the search using statistical infor-

mation about the problem. Message passing algorithms such as belief propagation (BP)

and survey propagation (SP) are designed to obtain statistical estimates of the expecta-

tion values of different variables in the ensemble of solutions to the problem.Taking

these expectation values as a starting point to divide and concur is an appealing possi-

bility. The current approach for using information from BP and SP to solve constraint

problems is decimation: variables with very polarized expectation values are set to ei-

ther true or false, and the procedure is repeated until the problem is small enough to

be passed on to a local search algorithm such as. Divide and concur has an

advantage over that it can actually use the information provided by the contin-

uous expectation values of each variables. Discrete local algorithms, on the other hand,

require a rounding of all the polarizations before proceeding.
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However, we have tried such an approach in a decoding problemof error-correcting

codes (see section 5.5), without convincing evidence that the ‘preconditioning’ with BP

improved the convergence rate ofD −C in problems where BP failed to find a solution.

However in this application the solution is unique; failureof BP to find a solution might

be an indication that the marginals are only weakly correlated to the solution. It would

be interesting to try this approach in a problem such as random Boolean satisfaction

(kSAT), where BP typically converges to a point in the search space where the density

of solutions is expected to be higher than at a random point.
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CHAPTER 5

SELECTED APPLICATIONS OF DIVIDE AND CONCUR

The application of divide and concur to Boolean satisfactionand some sphere pack-

ing problems are described in reference [80]. We include in this section the relevant

results. We also include preliminary results for additional applications that are related to

Boolean satisfaction (hypervertex covers, decoding of low-density parity check codes)

and discuss the possible application to energy minimization for particles interacting via

pair potentials.

5.1 Boolean satisfaction: the kSAT problem

The kSAT problem (or k-satisfiability) is one of the best studied constraint satisfaction

problems, and was the first problem that was shown to be NP-complete. The challenge

is to find an assignment forNv Boolean variables that satisfies a list ofNc Boolean

constraints, orclauses. Each clause is an OR statement involvingk literals. For 3SAT

(kSAT with k=3), a clause readsℓ1 ∨ ℓ2 ∨ ℓ3, where each literalℓi represents either the

truth value of one of theNv Boolean variables or its negation.

In this problem each of the constraints is a logical OR, for which we have defined

projection operators above. AD − C formulation of 3SAT is therefore obtained by

associating a real-valued search variable to each 3SAT literal, where the values{1,−1}

are taken to mean{True,False}. The constraintD requires that each clause is satisfied;

that is, each literal must have value±1, with at least one literal per clause having value

1. In other words, to each clause corresponds a variable triplet, which is projected byPD

to the nearest of the seven satisfying assignments for this clause. Geometrically, these

correspond to seven vertices of a cube, as illustrated in Figure 4.6. In this application
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PC ensures that all of the literals associated with the same Boolean variable concur with

due regard to negations . Since each constraint (clause) involves only three variables, the

search space has dimension 3Nc. For simplicity, we give equal weight to each constraint

(λi = 1).

We compared the performance of theD − C algorithm with [58] on a col-

lection of 3SAT problem instances ranging fromNv = 50 to Nv = 25600, with fixed

ratio α ≡ Nc/Nv = 4.2, a value for which randomly generated instances are expected

to be difficult [81]. Random instances were generated using the program (dis-

tributed with), and instances that were not solved by either or theD−C

algorithm were discarded. Each algorithm was applied 10 times to each instance, start-

ing from different random initial conditions. The median number of variable updates

required to find the solution is plotted in Figure 5.1. The number of variable updates in

 equals the total number of flips of the Boolean variables. In theD−C algorithm

it is the total number of nonzero updates of any of the real-valued search variables, that

is, literals.

In this application we verify every few iterations whetherPA(x), rounded to the near-

est integer, is a solution to the initial problem. If it is, the search is interrupted even when

no fixed point has yet been found. Because the verification is computationally simple it

does not add significantly to the computational burden. It does allow to resolve an issue

that was observed particularly in small problems, namely, that limit cycles exist near the

solution and occasionally prevent the search from reachinga fixed point. Since solutions

could be retrieved from the limit cycles by the verification procedure just described, the

appearance of limit cycles did not lead to a failure ofD −C in this application.

Figure 5.1 shows that W (with the ‘noise’ parameter fixed at the valuep =

0.57, the choice resulting in the best observed scaling behavior)and theD−C algorithm
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(with β = 0.9) have similar performance behavior. Not only do they both find the same

problems easy and the same problems hard (which is not unexpected), but the scaling

of the number of variable updates needed to reach the solution, as a function of problem

size, is also similar. Such a similarity is surprising, considering the difference in search

strategies. uses pseudorandom processes (or ‘noise’) to update the variables

asynchronously. InD −C, on the other hand, the update rule is completely determinis-

tic and is applied synchronously to many variables. Figure 1also shows that choosing

suboptimal parameters for either algorithm results in rapid performance degradation for

large problem sizes near the critical region. In the case of, this had been ob-

served previously (see, e.g., reference [79]). Even thoughthe scaling of the variable

updates are similar for andD − C, our implementation ofD − C required sig-

nificantly more CPU time (between 4 and 200 times, depending onthe instance) than

.

5.2 Sphere packing

5.2.1 Disks in a square

Another constraint problem that has been extensively studied is the packing ofn spheres

in a finiteD-dimensional volume (see, e.g., references [82–86] and references therein).

The constraint formulation of this problem is more directlygeometrical than Boolean

satisfiability. Since each sphere must avoidn− 1 other spheres and lie within a certain

volume, there are altogethern constraints per sphere. The search space requires one

D-dimensional variable replica for every sphere participating in a constraint, for a net

search space dimensionality ofDn2.
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Figure 5.1: Median number of variable updates needed to find asolution for-
 (WS) and divide and concur (D − C) on thesameset of random
3SAT instances withα = 4.2. Each median was calculated by solv-
ing the same instance 10 times starting from different random initial
guesses, for parameter valuesβ = 0.9 (D−C) andp = 0.57 ().
Variations resulting from changingβ andp are indicated by the shaded
areas; both methods exhibit parameter sensitivity for problems with
more than 104 variables. A point at the top edge indicates that the
median exceeded the cutoff on the number of updates, 3× 1010

Just as every Boolean variable is constrained by each of the clauses where it occurs,

every sphere in a packing has a volume exclusion relationship with each of the other

spheres in the packing:‖xa−xb‖ > mab. By simply replacing the Boolean OR projections

by volume exclusion projections in theD − C scheme, one goes from solving kSAT to

solving sphere packing problems. This similarity and the success ofD − C with 3SAT

is strong motivation to applyD −C to the sphere packing problem.

Near the solution of anyn-sphere packing problem, the number of relevant exclusion
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constraints (contacting pairs) grows only asn (for fixed D) while the total number of

constraints isO(n2). In the D − C approach it is possible to increase the weight of

these relevant pairs by dynamically adjusting the corresponding metric weightλab. This

results in considerable performance improvement. At the end of each DM step we used

λab → σλab + (1 − σ) exp(−αdab), wheredab is the current distance between the pair1

We used the valueσ = 0.99 to ensure that the metric update is quasi-adiabatic (i.e., slow

on the time scale of variable updates), andα ≃ 30.

We first consider the problem of finding the densest packing ofn equal disks of

diameterm in a unit square. This problem is quite challenging, due to the coexistence

of many different arrangements with similar density. We tested theD − C algorithm

for each value ofn in the range 3-199. For eachn, we generated up to 400 random

initial guesses. For each initial guess, a small value of thediameterm was chosen, and

a packing was sought usingβ = −1. When a solution was found,m was increased, and

the process was repeated until the algorithm failed to find a packing, or until current

the best known packing diameterm⋆ (from reference [83]) was reached. In the latter

case the target was increased beyondm⋆ with the hope of finding a denser packing. No

information about the best known packings was used, apart from their densities.

For 143 of the 197 values ofn a packing with diameter close to the optimal packing

(m > m⋆ − 10−9) was found. More surprisingly, improved packings were found in 38

cases. The smallestn for which an improved packing was found is 91. The largest

improvement was forn = 182, for which a packing was found withm= m⋆+4.6×10−5.

For 28 values ofn a packing was found withm > m⋆ + 1 × 10−6. An example of such

an improved packing is shown in Figure 5.2. Other improved packings can be found in

appendix A.

1To get a unique pair distance one uses coordinates given by the concurrence term of the difference
map,PC ◦ fD.
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Figure 5.2: An example of an improved packing for 169 disks ina square found by
theD −C algorithm. The figure on the left shows the previously best
known packing [83], with density 0.8393. The density of the improved
packing shown on the right is 0.8399. Contacts are shown with dotted
lines; colors indicate the number of contacts.

Note even though the algorithm assigned negligible weightsto irrelevant pairs, it

nevertheless checked at every iteration for possible overlaps between every single pair

in the problem. Efficient handling of irrelevant pairs might therefore result in additional

performance improvements.

5.2.2 Kissing numbers

When packing many disks the optimization challenge is easy toidentify as a contest

between close-packing in the bulk and an efficient match to the boundary. In higher

dimensions the structure of the solution is not so easily characterized, and we can look

to theD−C method as an unbiased tool for exploration. A classic problem in geometry

is to determinekissing numbersτD: the maximum number of unit spheres that can be

packed inD-dimensions, so that each contacts a given unit sphere. Early investigations
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of this problem were stimulated by a debate between Newton and Gregory, who disputed

the value ofτ3. A thorough review of this problem can be found in Reference [82].

The only known kissing numbers to this day areτ1 = 2, τ2 = 6, τ3 = 12, τ4 = 24,

τ8 = 240, andτ24 = 196560. In dimension 1-8, and also 16-24, the best known lower

bounds onτD are given by the number of minimal vectors in the unique laminated lattice

of the same dimension [82]. For dimension 9-15 the best bounds are obtained from

constructions based on error-correcting codes [82]. Discoveries of novel packings in

higher dimensions has for the most part been achieved through mathematical inspiration.

Unbiased searches, defined only by the basic constraints, have to our knowledge not

been attempted beyond dimension 5 [87]. This raises the possibility that interesting

packings in high dimensions may have escaped detection onlyfor lack of imagination.

With minimal adjustment to the above procedure for finding disk packings, we were

able to find kissing arrangements as good as the best known in dimension 2-4, 6, and

8. After introducing just the assumption of inversion symmetry, optimal packings were

obtained in all dimensions up to 8. Our searches in higher dimensions have so far

revealed an interesting new packing in dimension 10. It is easy to understand why

this packing was missed. Constructions based on integral lattices and error-correcting

codes all have the property that the cosine of the angle subtended by any two spheres is

rational. The packing of 378 spheres discovered by theD −C algorithm has all cosines

in a set that includes irrational numbers:{±1,±1/2, (±3±
√

3)/12,0}. An analysis of the

coordinates obtained by the algorithm has revealed that these 378 sphere positions are

expressible as unique integer multiples of a basis of 12 vectors. The construction has a

strong relationship to quasicrystals, where the excess dimension of the basis accounts for

irrational relationships in the geometry. This relationship is further explored in reference

[88]. The algorithm, of course, had no knowledge of quasicrystal geometry.
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This ‘irrational’ structure emerged as soon as the number ofspheres was increased

above 372, the largest known kissing number for 10-dimensional lattices [82]. The same

irrational arrangement was also found for up to 384 spheres;the 6 additional spheres

were accommodated in holes of the structure (and have continuously variable cosines).

Finally, the algorithm has so far been unsuccessful in discovering the best known kissing

arrangement in 10 dimensions, with kissing number 500.

5.3 Hypervertex cover and constrained kSAT problems

Given a graphG = (V,E), whereV is a set ofNV vertices andE is a set ofNE unordered

pairs of vertices (oredges), theN-vertex cover problem is to find a subsetS ⊂ V with

cardinality N such that each edge contains at least one vertex that belongsto S. The

minimal vertex cover problem is simply the problem of findingthe smallestN for which

this is possible. This definition generalizes directly to hypergraphs, where the edges are

unordered sets of arbitrary number of vertices.

A natural search space for this problem has one variablexi per nodei, with xi = 1

if i ∈ S and xi = 0 otherwise. The constraint that an edge (xi , xj) should be covered

is equivalent to a logical OR constraint on the variablesxi and xj. Finding a cover of

a graph (with no restriction on the size of the cover) is therefore a particularly simple

example of a kSAT problem, where no variable appears negated. This problem always

admits the trivial solutionS = V. The N-vertex cover problem is therefore a partic-

ular modification of the kSAT problem, where an additional constraint imposes that a

maximum ofN variables are allowed to be True in the solution.

The minimal vertex cover problem is a well-studied NP-complete problem. A re-

view of methods to find minimal vertex covers can be found in [89]. Message-passing
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approaches such as belief propagation and survey propagation are particularly efficient

at finding small covers for graphs generated from a random ensemble. The work pre-

sented in this section was prompted by an article by Mézard and Tarzia [90] describing

the application of survey propagation to an ensemble of random regular hypergraphs,

where each variable is connected to exactlyL edges, and each edge connects exactlyK

variables. For this ensemble, survey propagation could findsmaller covers than belief

propagation and a greedy approach. In this section we explain howD − C can be used

to find small covers, and find it to be competitive with survey propagation.

There are a few ways to approach theN-vertex cover problem usingD−C. One can

treat the constraint on the number of True variables as a primary contraint. Since this

extra constraint involves allNV variables, this results in the addition ofNV dimensions

to the search space. This constraint is equivalent to the ‘select-at-least-d’ constraint

discussed above and can be implemented efficiently.

Another possibility is to modify the concurrence constraint to a ‘constrained concur-

rence’ ensuring that at mostN variables are True in the solution. This can be done for

example by forcingN − NV variables to be False as in the ‘select-at-least-d’ constraint.

Since the divide constraint already imposes that the variables are discrete, another option

for the constrained concurrence can simply require that thesum of the variable values

is smaller thanN. The projection to the ‘constrained concurrence’ constraint is straight-

forward: one first projects to the concurrence constraint, ensuring that each variable has

a definite value. The additional constraint on the sum of these values is equivalent to

a ’dot product or weighted sum’ constraint, described in section 4.4. Here the sum has

uniform weight only if all variables occur the same number oftimes in the problem.

This implementation is very similar to the kSAT solver: the only additional code is a

few lines in the concurrence constraint operator to enforcethe weighted sum constraint.
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In order to search for minimal covers (rather than N-covers), a few extra lines can be

added to update the target cover size once the previous target has been found.

We have implemented two algorithms, one treating the constraint on the number of

True variables as a primary contraint, and the other one using a ‘constrained concur-

rence’ imposing a maximum sum to the concurred values. The algorithms are provided

with an initial target cover sizeN0. When a cover of the appropriate size is found, the

target cover size is reduced by one and the search continues from the current iterate

value. Giving too high an initial targetN0 sometimes results in the algorithm stalling.

We usually started the search with a target cover sizeN just 3% above the predicted

critical value below which covers are no longer expected to exist for this problem [90].

Even though both solvers are able to find covers as small as theones reported in

[90], the solver based on the constrained concurrence is significantly faster and found

slightly smaller covers than the one based on additional primary constraint. The per-

formance difference between the two approaches might be partly due to the fact that

the constrained concurrence algorithm depends on only one adjustable parameter (β)

whereas the one based on additional primary constraint depends on two (β, and the rela-

tive weight between the edge covering constraints and the minimality constraintw.) The

process of optimizing the parameters was thus simpler in theconstrained concurrence

approach.

Another possible heuristic explanation for the performance difference is related to

the way information propagates on the factor graph representation of these implemen-

tation. Adding an extra primary constraint creates longer loops in the problem, slowing

down the propagation of information between all constraints.

In the remainder of this section we present the result of the constrained concurrence
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implementation ofD −C, and compare the results to available results from Mézard and

Tarzia [90]. As mentioned above, it was found in [90] that belief propagation can find

smaller covers compared to a greedy approach, and that survey propagation could find

even smaller ones. Detailed results were provided only for an instance withk = 6, L = 4

andNV = 12288, where the densityρ = N/NV of the smallest cover found was 0.212

for the greedy approach, 0.186 for belief propagation, and 0.182 for survey propagation.

The density threshold at which no more covers are expected tobe found is estimated in

reference [90] at 0.178.

To generate random hypergraphs with an approximately uniform distribution, we

used a method described in [91], and also used in [90]. A hypergraph can be seen

as a regular bipartite graph, where nodes and hyperedges arerepresented as the two

types of nodes in the bipartite graph. Each node of the bipartite graph has a number of

connections available (k for the ‘edge’ nodes, andL for the ‘node’ nodes). Edges are

added sequentially to the bipartite graph, and the probability of adding an edge between

nodesi and j is proportional to the product̂did̂j of the remaining free connectionsd̂i, j of

nodesi and j, respectively.

The application of both implementations ofD − C to multiple different random in-

stances drawn from the same ensemble allowed to find covers with density 0.182 for

problem sizeNV = 12288, on par with the reported survey propagation result. The

D − C algorithm did not use information about the ensemble from which the random

graphs were generated. A detailed comparison on identical instances would be in or-

der to draw firm conclusions on the respective merits of each approach. However, the

implementation (and in particular the optimization) of SP is not straightforward [92],

and we have therefore not yet carried such a comparison. We provide on Figure 5.3

the minimal hypervertex covers found fork = 6 andL = 4 for various problem sizes.
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Figure 5.3: Performance ofD − C on the hypervertex cover problem fork = 6 and
L = 4 for various problem sizes. For each size 10 instances were generated, and for
each instance minimal covers were sought from 20 different random initial conditions.
Most points lie on top of each other on this figure, indicatingthat the search consistently
finds the same cover sizes. The maximum number of iterations allowed was 106. The
asymptotic bound is the density below which problems are expected to have no covers,
in the limit of largeNV, according to [90].

Ten different problem instances were generated for each problem size, and each one

was solved twenty time withβ = −0.85 and a maximum of 106 iterations. The search

was also interrupted if the error failed to vary by more than 6% over 2500 consecutive

iterations, which in this application happens frequently.

In Figure 5.4, we show the minimal cover size found as function of iteration numbers

for twenty restarts for a single instance withNV = 12288. The initial target wasN0 =

2245.
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Figure 5.4: Minimum vertex cover found byD−C as a function of iteration number for
various initial conditions, for a problem withk = 6, L = 4, andNv = 12288. The initial
target was set toN0 = 2245. The search was interrupted if the error failed to vary by
more than 6% over 2500 consecutive iterations, or after 106 iterations. The dots indicate
the last improvement made for each run. The best reported cover found using SP [90]
for an instance of the same size had density 0.182, corresponding toN = 2236± 6.

5.4 Low density parity-check codes

Another problem that can be addressed by a slight modification of aD −C kSAT solver

is the decoding of low density parity check codes [93]. Low density parity check codes

are error-correcting codes, that is, sets of binary sequences (orcode wordsthat are dis-

tributed in such a way that the distance between any two code words is large. If the noise

is small enough, a code word transmitted through a noisy channel can be reconstructed

exactly from the noisy word received by finding the code word closest to the received
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word. This task is referred to asdecoding, and the low-density error-correcting codes

owe part of their success to the fact that such decoding can beachieved efficiently using

a belief propagation algorithm.

A low density parity check (LDPC) code is specified by a sparse binary matrixM.

Code words are the vectorsxi that satisfyM ·xi = 0 mod 2, which can be formulated as

a list of binary XOR constraints. The decoding challenge is therefore to retrieve a LDPC

wordx of lengthN that has been transmitted through a noisy channel. It is assumed that

the noise in the channel follows a known error distribution.In the simplest model, the

error probability for each bit transmitted isp. The task is to retrieve the most likely

word r , given received messagey and error probabilityp. Simple Bayesian analysis

shows that the likelihood of wordr , given a signaly, is proportional topE(1− p)(N−E),

whereE is the number of differences betweenr andy.

We express this problem in terms of a reconstructed error vector ǫ = r − y mod 2.

Sincer is a word and therefore satisfiesM · r = 0 mod 2, the problem can be simply

formulated as that of finding a binary vectorǫ satisfyingM · ǫ = M · y mod 2 with

the least possible amount of nonzero elements. SinceM · y is known, each row ofM

imposes a constraint onǫ. Because we are working in a mod 2 base andM is sparse,

each constraint has the form of a shortXORstatement. The formulation of this problem

is therefore similar to the hitting set problem discussed above, with the OR constraints

replaced by XOR constraints. However, the solution landscape is expected to be dif-

ferent in both problems: whereas the solutions in random kSAT problems are believed

to form clusters, the XOR constraint makes the existence of such clusters of solutions

very unlikely. This is precisely why XOR constraints are used to define efficient error-

correcting codes.

In this problem we expect a unique solution to exist for each signal transmitted with
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a low enough noise. In Figure 5.5 we compare results from belief propagation (BP) , as

implemented in the package [94] to D −C for 150 bits words, with 150 checks

involving 3 variables each, andp = 0.27. In the D − C implementation the maximum

number of allowed errors was set to be uniformly 48, independent of the actual number

of errors, which is assumed unknown by the decoder. In this problem, as in the vertex

cover problem, two implementations are possible, depending on whether the constraint

on the number of errors is imposed as a primary constraint or as a modification of the

concur constraint. Since the latter approach was the most successful in the hypervertex

cover problem, it would be interesting to try it also on LDPC codes. However, we have

not yet carried such calculations, and we present below results for the former approach.

We usedβ = .8 and set the weight of the ‘number of errors’ constraint to be0.3

times that of the XOR constraints. The search was interrupted when a valid codeword

was found regardless of whether it satisfied the ‘number of errors’ constraint. Imposing

a smaller maximum number of errors reduces iteration count significantly for lower error

numbers.

The two approaches exhibit different behavior as the number of variables is varied.

The BP approach is efficient for decoding words with little error, while its performance

degrades abruptly when the number of errors passes a threshold. Beyond this threshold

only theD − C succeeds at decoding words reliably. This remains true if the expected

error probability is varied.

BP converges efficiently towards the solution in easier problems, and theD − C

approach succeeds at finding the solution in more difficult problems. This suggests the

use of a hybrid approach, starting the search withBP iterations and following suit with

D−C. Results with this hybrid approach, which can be seen as a preconditioning of the

D − C search with BP iterations, are also shown on Figure 5.5. The method matches,
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Figure 5.5: Median number of iterations for belief propagation (blue) and divide
and concur (red) on a set of decoding problems using Gallagerlow-
density parity check codes. Each data points is the median iteration
number for ten decoding attempts, each for different codes at fixed er-
ror numbers. Codes were generated for 150 variables and 150 parity
checks, each check involving 3 variables. The error probability was
taken to bep = 0.27, corresponding to an average of 40.5 errors. The
green curve represents the total iterations of a mixed solver, precondi-
tioning theD −C search with at most 120 BP iterations. Points at the
upper right have reached the cutoff of 20000 iterations without finding
a solution.
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but does not improve significantly upon, the best of the two approaches. In this case,

preconditioning theD −C search did not result in faster convergence ofD −C.

5.5 Ground state of particles interacting via a pairwise potential

In this section we provide the outline of an application we mentioned in sections 4.3.2

and 4.4.2, without results, to provide an example of how an energy minimization prob-

lem can be treated through a variation of divide and concur.

The application is finding low energy states of a set ofn particles interacting through

pairwise potentials. As usual the optimization problem is formulated as a constraint

problem by using an energy targetET . The total energy is divided inton(n− 1)/2 con-

tributions from each pair. Each pair is assigned its own variables, so that each particle

hasn− 1 replicas, and

E =
∑

i< j

φp(xi j − x ji ).

As usual, the concurrence constraint enforces that all replicas of a given variable are

in agreement:xi1 = xi2 = · · · = xin. The divide constraint enforces the energy target

condition in this extended variable space. Because of the introduction of the replicas,

the energy of each pair can be adjusted independently: the energy constraint is now a

constraint over the total energy ofn(n + 1)/2 pairs living in different variable spaces.

However, because we are looking for a projection to a configuration where thetotal

energy is belowET , we still need to determine how much of the energy reductionE−ET

should be assigned to each pair in order to minimize the distance to the constraint set.

For some choices of pair potentials this is rather straightforward. Consider for ex-
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amplen identical particles interacting via a step potential:

Vi j (r) =







































∞, if r < r0

−|a|, if r0 < r < r1

0, otherwise.

(5.1)

The constraint on the target energy is equivalent to a constraint on the number of par-

ticles at distance smaller thanr1. The projection to this constraint is easy to implement

and is discussed in section 4.4.2.

This provides an simple example of a restraint problem whichcan be reformulated

in terms of simple constraints, and be amenable to a projection-based solving strategy.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

We emphasized in the text a similarity between patterns occurring in the two projects

discussed in this dissertation. These patterns are illustrated on Figures 2.10 and 4.10.

The former describes the optimal way to ‘turn on’ a pair of perturbations to an initially

well-understood Hamiltonian in order to retrieve the ground state energy, whereas the

latter (reproduced here on Figure 6.1) describes the optimal way to retrieve, from an ar-

bitrary starting point, the intersection of two linear spaces by using projection operators.

In both cases, different estimates to the quantity of interest are obtained by following the

three different ‘trajectories’Γ1, Γ2, andΓ3, each trajectory corresponding to a specific

order in which the different building blocks of the problem are taken into account.Dif-

ferent approximations can be used along each trajectory, taking advantage of the relative

simplicity of the individual building blocks of the problem.

When looking for a linear combination of the three resulting estimates that ensures

optimal error cancellation, a single combination stands out, and corresponds to the path

Z = Γ1−Γ2+Γ3. The fact that the same trajectory is optimal in the two different projects

described in this dissertation hints at broader applicability. The most likely candidates

for the use of trajectoryZ are difficult problems built from symmetric building blocks or,

more precisely, problems where considering any building block independently results

in a simple problem, but where the simultaneous treatment ofall building blocks is

challenging.

This interesting similarity aside, the two projects discussed in this thesis have little in

common. We now move on to conclusions and open questions concerning the individual

projects.
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Figure 6.1: The Z-box pattern, recurring in this dissertation. (top) Three different sim-
ple trajectories to reach the intersection of the blue and red lines, starting from point
x. (bottom) Order in which these paths should be travelled to ensure maximal error
cancellation in the two projects discussed in this dissertation.

6.1 Symmetrized successive perturbation method

In Chapter 2, we derived and discussed the symmetrized successive perturbation (SSP),

an interesting identity relating the variations in electronic density induced by the pres-

ence of individual ions in an electron gas to the effective, electron-mediated interaction

between the same ions. We showed that this identity could be used to obtain more pre-

cise effective pair potentials than those derived from quadratic response theory alone.

Discrepancies were observed between results from SSP and ab-initio methods for the

effective pair potentials between hydrogen atoms in metallic environments, emphasiz-

ing the difficulty of treating protons as weak perturbations of the electron gas.

Perturbation theory is nowadays mostly used to understand qualitative features of
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metallic systems. The fact that SSP relates relates such physically meaningful and in-

tuitive quantities as induced electronic density and effective interactions is therefore

interesting in its own right. The parallel between the perturbative approach and the

Heitler-London model of the hydrogen molecule we outlined in section 2.3.3, for exam-

ple, would not have been so easily noticeable in a straightforward perturbation approach,

nor the fact that a cutoff of perturbation theory at arbitrary order systematically under-

represents electron-electron interactions.

The main advantage of SSP is that it allows to incorporate symmetric quantities

(the induced densities of individual atoms) into the calculation of quantities with fewer

symmetries (the pair potential). Induced densities from Kohn-Sham DFT, or even from

experiments, can be used in conjunction with SSP to obtain simple expressions for the

effective ionic interactions. This is, in our opinion, the mostpromising possible appli-

cation of the results from Chapter 2.

In this dissertation we have only presented results for SSP at linear order in pertur-

bation, and for pair potentials. The new interpretation of SSP in terms of path integrals

presented in Section 2.6.1 simplifies considerably the taskof carrying SSP to higher

order in perturbation and for many-center potentials, bothfor hydrogen and for other

systems. This might allow to resolve the discrepancy between SSP and ab-initio results

for hydrogen-hydrogen pair potentials.

The path integral interpretation of the SSP result did not explain the simplicity of

the electron-electron interaction term (equation (2.12)). The proof that this contribution

took a simple form required significant diagrammatic bookkeeping. Obtaining a simple

argument for the simplicity of this term would be a useful step forward, and might result

in further generalizations of the SSP results.
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6.2 Divide and concur

We presented in Chapter 4 the divide and concur (D − C) approach to the solution of

constraint satisfaction problems. We discussed some discrete and continuous applica-

tions in Chapter 5 and showed that for some important problems, in particular Boolean

satisfaction and disk packing problems,D−C competes with or improves upon the state-

of-the-art methods. Many open questions remain about the performance and behavior of

D −C. As a conclusion to this work, we present a few research directions which could

help answer some of these questions.

We have mentioned in the text a number of applications whereD −C is applicable,

without providing much numerical data. There is therefore anatural continuation of this

work, which simply involves applyingD −C to more standard constraint problems and

compare its performance with existing algorithms.

Additional work is also needed in order to accurately assessthe performance ofD−C

on standard benchmark problems. For example, even though the D − C algorithm ex-

hibits similar scaling behavior to in the solution of random 3S ATproblems, the

actual solution time of our implementation ofD − C is significantly worse than that of

. This could be due either to an intrinsic superiority of the strategy for

this particular problem, or to a better optimization of code. A careful optimiza-

tion of divide and concur is in order to obtain a more detailedperformance comparison,

particularly for very large problems where optimal memory use is crucial.

The process of dynamically updating constraint weights, described in section 4.8.3,

still needs to be better understood. Such a dynamic weight updating resulted in con-

siderable performance improvement in the disk packing problem, but not in discrete

problems such as kSAT. Whether efficient weight update schemes can be implemented
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for kSAT remains an open problem. More generally, obtainingan efficient, generally

applicable update mechanism for the constraint weights would be useful.

The efficiency ofD − C also depends strongly on the availability of efficient pro-

jection operators to individual constraint sets. In Section 4.4 we provided a list of con-

straints for which simple projection operators could be defined, and observed that a com-

mon feature of these constraints was that they exhibited simple symmetries. It would

be interesting to determine whether a simple relation between symmetry and solvability

exists, as is the case for exactly solvable Hamiltonians. Then one could envision a sys-

tematic classification of constraint spaces in terms of their symmetries, similarly to the

program aimed at classifying integrable Hamiltonians.

Theoretical questions aside, the success of a constraint satisfaction approach should

not be measured only by its performance on standard benchmark problems, but also

by how successful it is in solving practical constraint satisfaction problems occurring

in research or in industry. The fact that the difference map was originally designed to

tackle such a practical research problem, namely the phase retrieval problem in diffrac-

tion imaging, indicates that projection-based algorithmscan be applied successfully to

real-life constraint satisfaction problems. Other experimental setups requiring numer-

ical data assembly are therefore likely candidates for practical applications of divide

and concur. Examples discussed in the text are protein structure determination through

NMR spectroscopy and the determination of the structure of protein complexes by com-

bining a variety of measurements [95]. The configuration space to be explored in these

problems is large. Furthermore, the cost of acquiring additional data imposes limits on

how overconstrained the reconstruction problem can become. The combination of large

search space and slightly overconstrained problems makes for very challenging recon-

struction and requires very efficient search heuristics.D − C, which can handle large
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problems near the overconstrained to underconstrained transition region, is therefore a

promising approach to such problems.
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APPENDIX A

DISK PACKINGS

In this chapter we provide a list of the improved packings of disks in a square mentioned

in section 5.2.1. In the diagrams belowN is the number of disks, andm is the diameter

of the circles, assuming thecenterof the disks are constrainted to a unit box. The

outside bounding box therefore has sides 1+ m. Dashed lines join disks contacting,

to within working precision. The color coding emphasizes the number of contacts per

disk: red for 6 neighbors, orange for 5, yellow for 4, and aquafor 3. Two or less

contacts are similarly colored blue, since a sphere with twoor less contacts can always

be moved slightly and be made contactless. Some configurations (such as that for N=91)

are minor modifications of packings previously found. The majority are significantly

different from previously found packings. Decimals ofmwhose value is different in the

improved packing from what it was in the previously best known packing are indicated

in red. Last digits are rounded down.
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N = 91
m= 0.1198126022

�� � -

N = 124
m= 0.1015636197

N = 127
m= 0.1005052145

��

Figure A.1: Improved packings of 91 to 127 disks in a square.
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N = 129
m= 0.0993670087

�� � -

N = 133
m= 0.0979430143

N = 134
m= 0.0978496021

�� � -

N = 135
m= 0.0975290592

N = 136
m= 0.0973414249

�� � -

N = 140
m= 0.0960214695

Figure A.2: Improved packings of 129 to 140 disks in a square.
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N = 145
m= 0.0937840067

�� � -

N = 146
m= 0.0932515607

N = 147
m= 0.0927692782

�� � -

N = 151
m= 0.0916484362

N = 153
m= 0.0908364081

�� � -

N = 155
m= 0.0903651909

Figure A.3: Improved packings of 145 to 155 disks in a square.
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N = 157
m= 0.0898452359

�� � -

N = 158
m= 0.0897037436

N = 161
m= 0.0893491743

�� � -

N = 162
m= 0.0888474956

N = 166
m= 0.0875180594

�� � -

N = 169
m= 0.0864179145

Figure A.4: Improved packings of 157 to 169 disks in a square.
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N = 170
m= 0.0859963806

�� � -

N = 171
m= 0.0856225800

N = 173
m= 0.0851667070

�� � -

N = 175
m= 0.0847424635

N = 176
m= 0.0845747161

�� � -

N = 177
m= 0.0842604699

Figure A.5: Improved packings of 170 to 177 disks in a square.
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N = 178
m= 0.0839650187

�� � -

N = 179
m= 0.0838519336

N = 181
m= 0.0833676503

�� � -

N = 183
m= 0.0830584737

N = 185
m= 0.0828253725

�� � -

N = 187
m= 0.0827221608

Figure A.6: Improved packings of 178 to 187 disks in a square.
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N = 192
m= 0.0809233381

�� � -

N = 193
m= 0.0806593912

N = 194
m= 0.0805120594

�� � -

N = 196
m= 0.0800201758

N = 197
m= 0.0796143759

�� � -

N = 198
m= 0.0792818114

Figure A.7: Improved packings of 192 to 198 disks in a square.
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